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Set CIO Meet
For Chicago
November 21
WASHINGTON (FP)—Chicago
will be the scene of the seventh
constitutional convention of the
CIO beginning Tuesday, November 21, the CIO executive board
decided here August 16. Sessions
of the post-election gathering
will be held at the Stevens hotel.
A resolution adopted by the
CIO board called upon every
member of the house of representatives to vote against the
George unemployment compensation bill and for the Celler
bill, (HR 5216), which now will
be offered as amendments to the
George measure.
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Barge Pact
Is 1st With
Preamble

e Boit-DEAL)

SAN FRANCISCO-Agreed that joint cooperation is a life-or-death matter to the barge industry in
the postwar period, t h e
ILWU, on behalf of five lo7

STOP GEORGE BILL
The resolution said the "temporary success of the great majority of the senate Republicans
.and their polltax allies must not
be allowed to stand but must be
reversed in the house by the defeat of the George bill and passage of the Geller bill which is
the best house counterpart to the
Kilgore-Murray-Truman bill.
"The labor movement has been
united throughout the campaign
for the Kilgore-Murray-Truman
bill. Farmers, church organizations and some businessmen have
stood with labor on this issue.
TherErrie done so because they
realize that the interest of labor
is not an that is at stake. The
prosperity and the welfare of the
entire nation is involved.
"Without planned, orderly reconversion from war to peace
production, now and after we
have defeated our enemies, we
can have a second Hoover depression that will make the first
one look mild in comparison."
The resolution attacked the
coalition that pushed the George
bill through the senate as "utterly callous to the human needs
of the workers and of returning
servicemen, as well as careless
of the welfare of farmers and
businessmen,- and noted that the
same alliance produced the recent Mx law which provides for
huge guaranteed profits in the
form of tax returns to corporations while laying the heaviest
burden on the low income
groups."
"The George bill is one of the
most unin-incip/ed fakes ever attempted on the American people.
. It fails to create the central
planning agency with responsibility and authority that is
needed to protect business from
chaos and bankruptcy.
"The reactionary bloc which
backs the George bill has indicated that they intend to make
reconversion a campaign issue.
The workers, the farmers and
an the American people will most
certainly oblige them by making
their record on this issue a campaign test."

Harm War. or Not, Biddle
Wants to Get Rid of Bridges
SAN FRANCISCO—Francis Biddle, the attorney general of the United States, overrode his immigration appeals board in the Harry Bridges deportation case because he felt he had to uphold the decision of Judge Sears
whom he had appointed.
This curious legal reason for reversing a unanimous
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MEDITERRANEAN=SEA
Storming ashore on a 100-mile stretch of
On Schedule land
between Marseilles and Nice (1) Allied armies, preceded by

paratroopers

and airborne troops, are

moving inland according to schedule. These armies will fight north-

ward up to the Rhone Valley to effect a

iunciure

with Allied forces

cals, and the barge industry of
San Francisco Bay and its tributary areas signed the first contract to* feature the security preamble, August 22.
Added to the preamble drafted by the Longshore Conference
in July was a special clause on
the barge industry which has suffered during the war from a
tight clamp on coastwise and intercoastal shipping, and the taktug over of equipment by the
Army and Navy.
The preamble stated: "The
parties in executing this agreement recognize their common interept la_se§toring and maintaining a high level of efficient and
(Continued on Page 5)

at Paris. tFederafed Pictures)

Murray's Labor Day Message: Plan Now
For Victory and Transition to Peace

By PHILIP MURRAY
President, Congress of
Industrial Organizations
This Labor Day finds our country and the other United Nations
near the crest of the great offensive for final and total victory over the Axis.
Now, least of all, An we afford to ,lag in our efforts,
through complacency or overoptimism on account of military
successes. For the war's demands
on our home front increase with
every advance and every expansion of our offensive. The lives
of our fighting men, and the
speeding of their victorious return, depend on our meeting
their every need for supplies
fully and promptly.
At the same time, our duty to
our country and to our fighting
men demands that we prepare
and plan now for the day of
victory and the days that follow.
We must not win the war and
lose the peace. We must not allow America to bog down in depression and mass unemployment
as war orders are discontinued.
We must not let our srvicemen
return to find no jobs awaiting
them.
SAN FRANCISCO — ILWU PLANS ESSENTIAL
President Harry Bridges urged
Planned reconversion of our
full support to the Murray-Kil- industrial life, as and when cutgore bill for reconversion, in backs occur, is a first essential
wires to Senators Hiram Johnson for' maximum war production
and Sheridan Downey, August now and for continued produc10.
tion and employment through the
In answer to Bridges' wire months of transition from a war
Senator Downey said: "I am in to a peacetime economy.
This planning calls for close coagreement with...your wire. I am
energetically supporting the Kit- operation between government,
gore bill." From Senator John- industry and labor under coordison came nothing but silence and nated and purposeful direction.
a vote for the reactionary, states' It also demands adequate provision of emergency unemployment
rights, rival George bill.
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compensation for war workers candidate best fitted, on his recand ex-seivicemeu who may be ord and his experience, to lead
America through speedy victory
jobless in the transition period.
Our object now must be to pre- to lasting peace and postwar
pare for full production and full prosperity.
We are engaged in the most
employment after the war. For
this purpose, one of the first intensive political activity ever
steps must be to remedy the undertaken by labor to secure
grievous injustice from which the President's reelection and to
war workers are suffering, elect a progressive Congress. In
through the freezing of wage this campaign we seek no selfish,
rates far below the level of soar- partisan P advantage, but desire
ing living costs, under the so- only to play our part, along with
all other patriotic and progrescalled Little Steel- formula.
sive Americans, in promoting the
ELECTION IS CRUCIAL
welfare of our whole country,
The wage adjustments de- and the cause of victory, freemanded by labor are necessary dom, prosperity and lasting peaCe
for economic stabilization and throughout the world.
for an adequate livelihood for
our war workers, so they may be Erickson of Dispatcher
able to produce at maximum efficiency. But,'more than this, they Staff is Dead
SAN FRANCIS CO—Eric A. Erare necessary to provide the purchasing power upon,which pro- ickson, former secretary and
the founders of the San
duction will depend in the tran- one of
Francisco
- Oakland Newspaper
sition and postwar periods.
Guild, died August 22 in a BerThis Labor Day falls in the
hospital after an illness
midst of an election campaign keley
of several months. He was 44
whose results will be of crucial
years old.
Importance both for victory and
Ericson was head of the copy
the postwar period.
of the San Francisco CallThe President and the Con- desk
Bulletin and on the staff of THE
gress that we elect will either
DISPATCHER on a part-time
speed or delay the day of victory.
basis since its inception. He is
Their decisions will determine
whether we are to go forward survived by his wife, Ruth, who
long been active in the CIO.
to full production, with jobs for has
was born in Sweden
Erickson
all, and to lasting peace through
educated at the University
International collaboration; or and
whether we shall go back to an- of Oregon.
other postwar apple-selling era
and to isolationist or imperialist
policies that will sow the seeds
of future wars.
FDR BEST FITTED
The Congress of Industrial Organizations is working for the
reelection of President Roosevelt, because we believe he is the

Donors to Be Honored
LOS ANGELES—To the CIOer
who has given the greatest number of pints of blood to the
Red Cross plasma bank since the
war began a walnut and bronze
plaque will be awarded at the
banquet of the California CIO annual convention September 2.
OP

board was revealed in an interview with Biddle here on
August 14, at which he also:
Admitted that the ILWU
president was doing "an excellent war job."
Said, h e would deport
Bridges even if he was con.
vinced that It would cause
chaos and do irreparablis
harm to the war effort,
Assured the Hearst Press
that he would lift no finger
against its continuing crime
of sedition.
Said—in direct contradiction to the facts—that he intented NMI: Member Ernest
For, formerly of the ILWU,
because he "had been trained
in a sabotage school."s
Biddle, after saying that
Judge Sears in the second trial
of Bridges had found the evidence sufficient to justify deportation—even though the distinguished Dean James M. Landis listening, to the same evideuce earlier had characterized
it as rife with perjury—was
asked:
WAR OR NO WAR!
"And you le.„ILAtievidence
was sufficient even though your
own appeals board unanimously disagreed?"
"Certainly," he snapped, "I
had appointed him (Sears)."
Later in the interview this reporter inquired:
"Mr. Biddle, if it was shown
and you became convinced that
deportation of Mr. Bridges.
would cause chaos and do irreparable harm to the war effort, would you still insist upon
the deportation order?"
"It would make no difference," he said. - "Why should
it? If Congress says a man
should be deported, I'll deport
him."
Then, he added, "I think Mr.
Bridges has done a good job.
He has kept men loading the
boats and done an excellent
job."
CONTRADICTION CITED
Somehow, in the cross fire of
questions and answers on this
and other matters no one
thought to bring up a glaring
contradiction in the attorney
general's attitude in the Bridges
case as compared to anti-trust
prosecittions. In the case of
anti-trust prosecutions, he said,
the war came first and that if
any government agency indicat(Continued on Page 3)

INSIDE HEADLINES
AND FEATURES
Bridges _
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48 States and 48 Plans

E

XCEPTING in the Hearst papers and in the plush
train smokers the open talk about fighting Russia
next has faded in direct proportion to folks' understan#ing that our future happiness and the peace of
the world is directly tied, not alone to the victory to
which Russia is contributing so much, but to our
ability and Russia's ability to work together, trade
with each other and exploit natural friendly interests for mutual advancement.
Realization that this friendship will pay off in
the form of expanded business, jobs and the saving
of our children from slaughter in another war leads
inevitably to enthusiastic support of the Roosevelt
program, the broad principles of which were outlined at Teheran. This is clinched as soon as people
realize the alternatives to that program which is
to revive old antagonisms on the basis of ideology
and old trade rivalries on the basis of "let's grab
while we're top dog, etc."
Every program has its details as with the plan
for a building, and it's not only possible but the
practise of some people to give lip service to the big
plan while secretly sabotaging it in mean and spiteful little ways by blocking the details necessary to
carry it out.
Francis Biddle, the attorney general in the Roosevelt cabinet, is one of these people.

LIVERY time it meets, the Senate of the
Et United States provides fresh proof of the
need for hard-hitting political action on the
part of labor and the people. Its latest act
in dumping the administration-backed Kilgore
bill and substituting for it the wholly inadequate and fraudulent George bill gives immediate point to this year's doorbell ringing. The
point is jobs.
The war in which we are now engaged will
have ended victoriously for us only if we come
out of it with the right to eat. The Kilgore
bill was designed to keep 65 million workers
and their families, and the returning veterans
and their families eating during that difficult
time ahead when plants must shift from war
to civilian production with consequent unavoidable unemployment. It would have provided
uniform unemployment insurance benefits and
for the retraining of veterans and war workers
to make them useful to the expanded economy
which is in the cards for us provided anybody
but the present Senate shuffles the deck.
But behind the old dodge of states' rights,
the old dodoes of the Senate pulled the George
bill out of the sleeve. It leaves the matter of
unemployment insurance to the states, including even those polltax states where the politicians think unemployment is a divine gift
to depress wage standards.
The states have differing provisions for
unemployment and most are without adequate
funds to meet the problem. Some 35 million
workers would be left without protection and
without earnings during the reconversion. So,
In this respect, the Senate has said that our
security in the postwar shall be built according to the plans of 48 different states. What
a ,sorry structure.

cause all of the people in the past haven't
bothered to vote.
The fight now has shifted to the House
where Congressman Celler has introduced a
bill similar to the Kilgore bill. It is our fight
and we can win it by letting the people know
about the fraud that the Senate is trying to
perpetrate on them.
Buzz the doorbells and let the letters fly.
Let Congress see real political action and we'll
come out of this with jobs. See to it that your
Congressman votes for the Celler bill to undo
the sabotage done in the Senate.
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THE PROGRAM OF THE ILWU
For a People's Victory and a People's Peace:
Political Action to Carry Out the Decisions of Teheran, Moscow and Cairo
Re-elect President Roosevelt
An Overall Production-Fighting Plan
More and Faster Production
No Discrimination Because of Race,
Creed or National Origin
Immediate Freedom for India and All
Subject Peoples
Full Military Alliance with the Soviet
Union and China
Citizenship for Harry Bridges
Organize the Unorganized
Ration All Essential Commodities and
Control Prices

AT

THE same , time that it so nobly protected the right of the states to let citizens starve, the Senate decided that the inerests of the corporations were too precious
to trust to the states. Workers might starve,
but corporations must not. The George Bill
provides that if any corporation suffers loss
of profits due to reconversion it shall receive
a refund of its excess profits tax for those
years when it made swollen profits.
It is easy to see that the old dodoes of the
Senate don't represent all of the people. It
is also easy to see that they got that way beele

HE PRESIDENT'S whole program, designed for
abundance, expanded business and full employment,
depends in the first instance upon the building of a
solid national unity. It depends upon all sections
of capital, labor and agriculture throwing all they
have into shortening the war and planning and
learning to work together for orderly reconversion
and fair means of expanding our civilian economy
In the postwar.
The three main groups against this program—
but who find it hard to face the people with open
opposition—are the Republican reactionaries or
Hoover-Deweyites, the Trotskyites, and that section
of capital which wants our state department to tunetion, not as an instrument to promote world trade
for the benefit of all and lasting peace -through fair
international understandings and dealings, but as
an instrument to grab off British and other markets
to make a few of them the super-duper imperialists
of history. Hatred of the Soviet Union is their common denominator.
For all three of these groups Biddle, who shares
before all else their hatred of the Soviet Union, is
running around the country tooting their notes in
complete disharmony with the President's and the
people's cause.
For example, it is the role of Governor Warren
of California in the bid to return Hoover to power
to swing California's vote to Dewey by stirring up
old sectional jealousies, particularly by sowing the
false suspicion that Roosevelt favors Eastern -over
Western capital. It would be expected that a member of the President's cabinet would devote himself
to pointing out that against a common enemy there
can be no genuine difference in 'interest between.
the East and the West or between any other sections
of the land, but that on the contrary the.interests
of all sections depend upon unity among them as
to aims and methods—not only against the common
enemy, Hitler, but against that other common enemy,
Depression.
Not so Biddle. We find him, instead, expanding
on the Warren line and contributing all that he can
to the national disunity that is thus created.

mimic 1441, Aim&
HE SAME pattern is followed in the anti-trust
prosecution of the railroads. We can hold no brief
for the railroad's wrongs, particularly their employment discrimination, but the fact that Biddle chooses
this time to prosecute them when everybody admits
that by and large they are doing a good war job
simply points up the fact that Biddle proceeds with
alacrity against people in direct proportion to their
war effort. The harder they fight Hitler, the more
Biddle snipes at their heels. At the same time, as
we have pointed out before, he closes his eyes to the
open sedition and sabotage of Hearst, McCormick
and Patterson, and the treason of his friends and
advisers, the Trotskyites.
The Trotskyites were the people who acted ae
the agents of Japan and Germany to sabotage the
defenses of the Soviet 'Union in a deal by which they
were to be * made the rulers of a smaller Russian
state. If they had succeeded in their plot, the fascists
would be ruling America today.
Yet these are the people who are the "finger
men" for Biddle, pointing out to him who was "prematurely anti-fascist" so that Biddle can ptit them
in concentration camps or otherwise frustrate their
efforts to win the war for the United Nations.
Biddle may be riding the Roosevelt-Truman bandwagon, but it's time the drivers discovered that he's
dragging hie feet and bearing down on the brake.
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In VFW

The first American-Japanese to
be elected a member of the Veterans of Foreign Wars, Howard Sperry post, is Sergeant
Carl Yoneda, who is somewhere
in India. Post Quartermaster Ed
Reite, financial secretary Local
10, paid him and his fellow Japanese-Americans honor: "They
have earned the respect of us
all." Yoneda is an active member of Local 10.

SAN FRANCISCO — West
Coast premier of "Hell Bent for
Election," an animated political
action movie in technicolor, will
be presented Monday night
(August 31) at 8 p.m. by the
San Francisco CIO-PAC at a
family night meeting in the
Warehouse Union hall,•519 Mission street.
The cartoon, which . 11748 proauced by the 'United Automobile
Workerstunion, was first shown
at the Chicago Democratic convention.
Invitation to the meeting,
which will also include a discussion of the registration campaign
led by Phil Koritz, CIO delegate
to the Citizens' Joint Registration committee and a discussion
of the "People's Program for
1944" led by Dave Ffedley has
been extended by the PAC to all
Its members, their families. and
friends.

Unions to Take Over
During Labor Week
CHICAGO— (FP) --- Unions
will be in charge of Labor Week
at the Chicago Public Library
September 4-9 with special exhibits. 0/dtime Chicago labor
pictures, union label material
and literature emphasizing labor's contribution to the war
be featured.

Ickes Slaps Down Gerald Smith's
Request for Politics in the Parks

Paintings of merchant seamen have
Seamen Artists been
on view for several days at the
second annual art exhibition, where "Burial at Sea," an oil above
by Carol A. Pertak, a seafaring engineer is being shown, along
with 78 other paintings. The exhibit will end August 27. The
show h sponsored by the War Shipping Administration along with
the United Seamen's Service, one of 17 agencies partially supported by CIO War Relief funds to which the ILWU is the largest
single contributor from Ketchikan, Alaska to San Diego.

Harm the War or Not, Fancis Biddle
Wants to Get Rid of Harry Bridges

WASHINGTON (FP) — Ger- himself for president in the name
.(Continued from Page 1)
ald L. K. Smith, the head of the of a fictitious party.
ed that a prosecution would in"In a way I regret that I can- terfere with the war effort, the
fascist America First party.
found August 16 that Secretary not see my way clear to arrang- Department of Justice kept
of the Interior Harold L. Ickes ing for you and one of our loud- hands off.
He was not asked why the
has lost none of his ability to est voiced bull buffaloes to be
same rule did not apply in a
introduced to each other.
smack down fakers.
"I can see that it might be a deportation case, nor why, in
Smith wrote Ickes suggesting
anti-trust
matter of great public' interest view of the policy on
that one of the buffaloes in the as to whether you 'accepted the prosecittions he should say of
Yellowstone Natl. Park be pre- buffalo officially in beRalf of the the Bridges case: "Why should
difference?"
sented to Smith in a public cere- party' or whether it accepted you the war make any
Long critical of the attorney
mony this fall which Smith and, if so, how•and where.
to prosecute
agreed to "accept officially in
"As you suggest we 'have al- „general for failure
sedition,
for
papers
Hearst
the
behalf of the party" of which he ways been bitter political eneDispatcher representative
is the presidential candidate.
mies. With the accommodations The
him:
Ickes replied that "we don't at St. Elizabeth's (LT. S. hospital asked
COMES CLOSE
ONLY
play politics in or with our parks for the insane) so greatly in deand certainly we would not per- mand I trust that this may al"Do continued attacks upon
mit them to be the excuse for ways be true so far as I am con- an ally of the United States in
a demonstration staged for a cerned. I have never had any wartime with conscious efforts
rabble-rouser trying to add sta- fancy for political charlatans or to raise doubts as to the ma-.
tives and aims of that ally conture to himself by nominating mountebanks."
stitute sedition?"
"Not necessarily," he replied.

ILWU Helps In Transport of
British "Robomb" Victims

SAN FRANCISCO-300 ambu- 550,000 hospital patients and
lances which ILWU contribu- have made more than 200,000
tions helped purchase, through journeys, Willink said. The emCIO War Relief, are now provid- bulances are operated by British
ing transportantion for "ro- War Relief, a member agency of
bomb" victims and invasion cas- the War Chest.
•
ualties according to the British
"Now that we have flying
Minister or Health, the Right bombs and the campaigns on the
Honorable H. TI. Willink.
continent the American ambuSince the ambulances began lance has taken its place meeting
their work they have carried hospital ships and ambulance
trains. It has increased the trans3RO'
port for blood transfusions and
penicillin," Willink stated.
To my mind, and I can confidently say to the minds of a
very large number of people over
here, the American ambulance is
a living symbol of the friendship
and unity of purpose between our
two great peoples," Willink
added.
Additional funds to help "robomb" and invasion casualties
ira1;42:1.41-i
will be raised in the annual War
Chest appeal opening in October.
•
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In recognition of the "whole-hearted
cooperation extended by the union,
its officers, shop-stewards and members" to the Fifth War Loan
drive at McKessons and Robbins, Local 26 was awarded a special
citation by the Finance Division of the Treasury Department on
August 7. The house exceeded a quota of $47,000 by approximately $21,600.

Special Citation

Price Control Charts
Available to Unions

WASHINGTON— The OP A
Labor office has available for
distribution a set of 8% x 11
Inch charts to show the effect
which price control has had on
the farmer, the landlord, the
businessman, and others.
The charts are suitable for
display in union halls, plant
bulletin boards and similar
places. Requests should be sent
to Samuel Jacobs, liaison officer for the CIO, labor office,
OPA, Washington, D.C.

man.
"Don't forget the line about
Hearst," he said.
HEARST DOESN'T MENTION
The incident was not recorded in the Hearst papers next
day.
To the question: "Have you
ever been asked to investigate
the Hearst press in regard to
sedition," he gave The Dis•
patcher representative an emphatic "No!" Then he added:
"Oh, I mighthave • received
some letters."
On August 19, 1943, Charles
Maicalmson, director of Public
Relations for the Department of
Justice, wrote to the editor of
The Dispatcher as follows:
"The Attorney General has
asked me to reply to your letter of August 16 with the clipsheet from the August 1g issue
of the HAW Dispatcher.
"The question of what Is or
Is not sedition is one for the
lawyers to decide."
The letter to which Malcalmson referred enclosed an editrial from The Dispatcher- demanding immediate prosecution
of Hearst for sedition., It was
followed by others renewing the
demand from time to time. •
THE FOX CASE
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PAC Family Nife
Stars Cartoon

Monetary
Talks Foster
World Trade
- By ALFRED G. LARKE
Federated Press
The Bretton Woods United
Nations monetary conference,
now officially condemned in behalf of the Old Deal by Sen.
Robert A. Taft of Ohio. produced
two plans.
One was for an International
Monetary Fund, primarily to
see that the various nations don't
slip over plugged nickels and
lead quarters on each other, and
to provide a means of exchanging currencies of different nations.
Anybody stuck with a British
penny in America, and trying to
figure out whether it's worth one
cent or two, will get the idea of
the first job the fund has to do.
INTERNATIONAL BANK
The second product of the
Bretton Woods conference was a
plan for an International Bank
for Reconstruction & Developmenthe bank will make long
term loans to countries devastated by war and countries that
- never were fully developed.
If the only butcher in town
had a fire that burned down his
shop and burned up his stock,
the townspeople would appreciate a bank that would lend him
enough money to rent a new
place and restock it. Then they
wouldn't starve to death waiting for him to earn enough to
start up in business again. He
could earn and pay back later,
as war-devastated countries will.
The fund establishes exchange
rates of various countries—how
many francs or lira or rubles a
dollar will buy. It provides safeguards against nations devaluating their currency in international trade, important, not only
to labor but to the whole nation.
The last depression was increased
and deepened, and led on to war,
because nations began price cutting on each other to steal international trade.
-SHUNS PRIVATE BANKS
One of the expected achievements of the bank, if enough nations approve the plan to put it
in force, is that it will take determination of what nations shall
get international loans to some
extent out of private banks'
hands. This will have two good
effects: It will let more of the
money loaned get to the country
that borrows it by cutting down
loan Posts, and it will take away
from private banks to some extent the need and desire T
dabble in international politics,
as U. S. banks did in South
America after the last war.
Opposition to U. S. participation in the fund and the bank is
often based on the cost to us. But
In a country that spent more
than VISO billion for war in 1943,
A total ante of $5 billion for
peace—and most of that likely
to come back—does not seem
high.
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BIDDLE
"Even if it is circulated
among the troops?"
"It might come close to it,"
he hedged.
"Have you looked into the
Hearst Press in this regard?"
A representative of A Hearst
paper spoke up.
"Kind of hard on this reporter," he said.
Biddle turned to him and said
In measured terms: "I assure
you I have not looked into the
Hearst press in this regard or
into any other press."
Later, AS the reporters rose
to leave his suite in the St.
Francis hotel, Biddle walked
across the room to the Hearst

.In the Fox ease Biddle would
not say who conducted the alleged sabotage school or where
it was located. An assistant
said Fox, a German alien, was
held for illegal ntry. He entered the country with his par_ents at the age of 3. The facts
are that Ernest Fox was an outstanding anti-fascist and good
trade unionist. As in 'the ca§e
of President Bridges, Fox incurred the enmity of powerful
reactionary forces — and Mr.
Biddle too, apparently—by his
activity in the 1934 strike when
he was in Seattle and by his
part in helping to build the
NMU.
Biddle was also asked during
the interview if he wasn't taking the same line as that of
Governor Warren of California
by creating disunity—with his
recent speeches — as between
Eastern and Western capital,
and by attacking at this time
the railroads who, he admitted,
were doing a good war job.
"Some of us," the questioner
explained, "are anxious to see
t h e Roosevelt-Truman ticket
elected and we feel that the
Warren line is designed to
block that."
"I hadn't thought of it as
political," Biddle said.
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Pegler Dulled the Ringing
Of Howard's Cash Register
By Morris Watson

Westbrook Pegler's poisonous fabrications are going out of
the Scripps-Howard papers and into the Hearst press.
For many years Pegier has been Roy Howard's principal
voice, and Howard's announcement that the voice had become too
loud, too strident to suit him will not fool many people. The
truth is that Roy couldn't take the heat where it hurt—in the
cash register.
Pegler's almost open espousal of Hitler's cause and contempt
of everything good in American life has finally disgusted that
rather slowmoving section of the population to which the ScrippsHoward papers have always tried to appeal. For want of a better name, this section is usually referred to as the comfortable
middle class. Advertising salesmen call them the people who buy
and talk of them in terms of "markets." The makers of tooth
paste and laxatives believed necessary to suburban comfort are
bombarded with charts purporting to show that major circulation
goes to this "market" and that it will profit them to get their
"messages" to this "market."

Some Protests
Don't Count

When this is understood it can be seen why the protests
of labor unions and workers' organizations fall on deaf ears in
the Scripps-Howard offices. Advertising rates depend not so much
on the quantity of circulation as they do upon the quality in
terms of spendable dough in the pockets of the subscribers.
Consequently, it is only when this class of reader begins
to protest that editors, particularly Scripps-Howard editors, perk
up their ears and detect a dullness in the ring of the cash register.
All publishers keep their ears tuned to that ring and Roy Howard
is one of the most skilled among them
It is not new for Howard to dump people who have faithfully performed his dirty work. He expects them to be adroit
enough not to be caught at it. And when and if they are caught,
been
he washes his hands and says "My, my, how long has this
burgthe
to
similar
is
It
etc."
idea,
no
had
I
Why,
on?
going
rule
lary we reporters used to perform for the Denver Post: The
housebreaking,
was to get the picture even if we had to do a little
editorial
which was better known as second story work. Yet, the
Bonfils:
Publisher
by
signed
placards
with
plastered
rooms were
dis"Notice anybody caught violating the law will be summarily
policemissed." I expected to get the gate once when a Denver
recent
man pulled me out of a window of a house belonging to a
quickly
and
though,
mind,
of
presence
had
I
victim.
murder
so?" and
shouted "Press!" The cop said: "Why didn't you say
photographs and
pushed me back in. I cleaned the walls of all
-Howard
hopped out of the same window just as a rival Scripps
another.
into
breaking
reporter was

Howard Will
Get Another

Roy
For years, now, Pegler has been sitting at the feet of
while
Howard and writing what Howard wanted him to write
allowing wide
the pious publisher let out the buncombe about
came down
He
slipped.
foot
Pegler's
But
columnists.
latitude to
bear the
too heavy with the blunt instrument and Roy couldn't
lurking
sight of blood, or at any rate he didn't want to be seen
In the vicinity of the crime. I predict there will be another writer
groomed to say the nasty things that Roy wants said, but doesn't
want attributed to himself. The trouble with Peg was that he
had
couldn't just dabble in the mud according to instructions. He
in.
way
the
all
get
to
And now that he's all the way in, the dirtiest publisher of
all time finds him just right for his papers. If there must be
go
a Hearst press, Pegler is exactly where he belongs. He will
tips,
racetrack
the
with
along
Mirror
Daily
York
New
the
in
well
He
the numbers racket results and sexy advice to the lovelorn.
will be among his kind of people, with such Hitler lovers as Benjamin DeCasseres, Karl von Wiegand and Hearst, himself.
I am indebted to Fred Thompson, the San Francisco raconteur,
only
for a story that illustrates the point. A census taker, finding
family
a six-year-old girl at a home, sought to obtain from her the
statistics. In reply to his question concerning her father's occupation, the little girl said he was a piano player in a house of
Ill-repute.
The census taker thereafter ran into the father and expressed his surprise at the little girl's frankness.
"Pay no attention to it," said the father, "I'm really a Hearst
reporter—but how are you going to tell that to a six-year-old?"
The bouncing of Pegler is a symbol of the growing unity of
that
the people, for the protests that brought it about indicate
and
war
the
win
to
determined
is
movement
labor
the
more than
achieve the objectives for which we are fighting it.

Nelson Says We Can Beat
Japan and Build Autos Too
WASHINGTON (FP) — WPB
Chairman Donald M. Nelson said
August 15 that his figures indicate that after the defeat of Nazi
Germany it will be possible to
produce as much civilian goods
as the nation had in 1939 and
still "carry on the war against
Japan."
Nelson, speaking at a press
conference, said the figures
meant an increase of about 30
percent over present civilian production.
Unemployment during the reconversion period will hinge on
many factors, Nelson said. These
include the amount of preparation done by the WPB, the government boards and particularly
"upon the kind of job Industry
Itself does."
The WPB chief pointed out
that many industries are already
reconverted, pointing to the tire

industry, which he said could go
Instantly into the manufacture of
tires for civilians when the military demands stop. As other instances, he named agricultural
machinery and textiles.
-The principal unemployment
gap will be in autos, which is
completely scrambled, Nelson
said. Taking up the automotive
situation, Nelson declared that
the industry had "live, aggressive
fellows" and "I think these same
fellows, with the same drive and
energy will have the shortest possible gap between war and peace
production." Throughout his discussion, Nelson said the new
civilian production order did not
mean immediate possibilities of
getting the goods and stressed
the fact that war production and
needs of the armed services will
always come first.

Mr. Gonigle Comes Down to Earth .. by MIKE QUIN
"Just wait until this war is
over," said Mr. Gonigle, "and
these fellows will sing a different tune."
Grogan polished a glass with
rapid industry, then held it
up to the light to watch it
gleam. "Why, I don't quite
get you, Mr. Gonigle," he said,
"what tune are they singing
now?"
"They're making plenty of
money," said Gonigle, "in the
shipyards and factories. Walt
'til the war is over. They won't
be so smart. They'll be glad to
get any kind of a job. They'll
be out on their necks again."
"Well, that would be too
bad, wouldn't it?" asked Grogen.
"Too bad? What are you
talking about? Why, do you
know what I
have to pay to
get an ordinary
worker in my
plant right
Fifty
now? .
bucks 'a week."
"Well, that's
not so much is
it?" asked Grogan.
"Much? Do
you know what
I paid before?
Thirty dollars
-a week, and I
could get the
best men in the
business."
"Well, you're
doing nil right
aren't you?''
asked Grogan.
"Oh, hell,"
said Gonigle, "sure, I'm doing all right, but how long
will it last? Just wait until
these war orders stop. Fill that
up again, will you Grogan?
Sooner or later we've got to
come down to earth again."
"And what do you -call
earth?' asked Grogan, easing
whiskey into a jigger and then
dumping it into Mr. Gonigle's
glass.
"Well, things are going to
be tough again. Jobs are going to be scarce. People are
going to have to go back to
counting pennies."
"Well, they're not living so
high now, as you might think,"
he said, "what with prices the
way they are." He squirted
seltzer in the glass and shoved
it in front of Gonigle.
"Wages are going to have to
come down," said Gonigle. "If
the business man is going to

make any money so that he
can keep open, wages are going to have to come down."
"You pull wages down," said
Grogan, "and down goes your
business. The working man
can't buy if he doesnt) get the
wages. And if he can't buy you
can't sell anything."
"I can't pay the money if I
haven't got it can I?" asked
Gonigle.
"No," said Grogan. "But
look here. Somewhere along
the line we've got to stop and
take a look at things. Here we
were before the war; business
was bad, about thirteen million guys out of jobs, enough
food in the country to feed
half the earth; guys going
around with the seats of their
pants out while clothing fac-

tories shut down because they
couldn't sell anything."
"It's not the business man's
fault," said Gonigle. "He can't
hire people if he can't make a
profit."
"Wait a minute," said Grogan, pointing a glass at Gonigle. "Along came the war and
there were jobs for everybody.
It costs more to bomb Berlin
once than to keep the old WPA
going for a year. All the working men go. to work and all
the businessmen make profits,
and we can feed and clothe
twelve million guys in the
army free gratis as well as
supplying them with guns and
stuff. Now you tell me we've
got to go back to living on
handouts again."
"It's government spending,"
said Gonigle. "We'll have to
pay for it sooner or later. It
can't keep on forever."

"You talk like you wanted
a depression," said Grogan.
"Look, what's the matter with
you busines men sitting down
with the unions and the government and seeing if you can't
figure out a way to keep things
going. If the folks get enough
wages they'll keep buying all
the stuff you can turn out.
But if you shut down the war
industries and throw them out
without any plans they'll soon
be broke and your business
will be on the rocks."
"There has always been a
depression after a war," said
Gonigle. "You can't get around
it."
"Look," said Grogan, "you
are not the only businessman
comes in here. And some of
these other ones have got
more sense. If
there is another
depression that
Is going to be
your tough
luck more than
anyone else's.
The world isn't
going to fold
up and shut
down just because you can't
provide jobs.
The grass is going to keep on
growing and
people are still
going to want
their dinners.
If it's government spending
does the trick,
then—"
"Well what
can I do?''
asked Gonigle.
"You can stop talking about
hard times as if they were
what people deserve, when
they will really be nothing else
but your funeral if they come.
And you can sit down in good
faith with other people and
try to prevent them. And you
can stop talking about wages
as if they were something a
man stole from his employer
and get it through your head
that business is nothing but
taking back into the cash register today what you pushed
out the pay window yesterday," said G-rogan. "Low wages
mean poor business, and uneployment for labor means
bankruptcy for industry. The
next depression, Mr. Gonigle,
if it comes, will be strictly on
you."

F21/7 the G.I. Joes
muddy and rain soaked, beauthe preparation of social legCAPTAIN EDWIN A. BIRD.
tiful and healthy, no women,
islation and post war plans
somewhere in England . . .
liquor or night clubs.... What
that will forever eliminate un"Even hell has its ultimate
If anything, is being done by
employment. They will no
compensations. Over here it
the loCal to gain the good will
longer tolerate unemployment.
(the blitz) will necessitate reof the Armed Forces? In that
"Organized labor in the
vamping the landscape. Modregard I can't stress its imStates would do well to emuern buildings will r eplace
portance too much. The Interlate that pattern. Now is the
many antiquated, moss grown
national groups are doing
time to do it while the baiL
buildings which served their
some things which are benefiriers are as level as they will
purpose a hundred years ago.
cial. But if organizations are
ever be. It is up to labor to
But more important still, the
to survive each local, regardorganize these post-war planunification of the people in a
less of size, must exert every
ring schemes and then ask the
common purpose fighting for
effort to o ft -se t the real
employer representatives and
their lives, has brought about
struggle that otherwise is sure
government to sit in on it. Laa levelling of social barriers
to come.
bor has the opportunity of its
that has and will necessitate
"People get false impreslife to obtain the united supfurther re-vamping of the sosions of what is the correct
port of all the people with a
cial structure. Bombs are no
thing to do, and end up makworking program.. . .
respecters of persons and the
"I prize my membership
ing donations in money, cigcasualties have hit all classes.
arettes and toilet articles.
card more than anything I
The working man has come
"The intentions are good
poisess and never lose an opinto his own and will no longbut those articles are here in
portunity to show it around.
er tolerate political or ecoIt has opened the door to a lot
abundance and dirt cheap.
nomic interference from the
"Money is meaningless. One
of good friends and a lot of
idle, stuffed-shirt aristocracy.
suggestion that I can make is
interesting and valuable inforI have talked to many of them
that the organization be conmation. I've sort of constiand think I know their point
stantly on the alert for good
tuted myself as a one man
of view.
articles or speeches by promissionary for the ILWU. At
"On the other hand, I've had
gressive people in and out of
least, a lot of people now
occasion to talk to many of
labor. Re-prints could be made
knows what it is that never
the so-called aristocracy too,
and mailed. All printed matheard of it or had a distorted
and strange as it seems, the
ter should be pertinent and
conception of it before."
smartest among them see the
brief."
hand-writing on the wall and ENSIGN L. R. THOMAS, somewhere in the South Pacific . . J. H. STEVENS, aboard the U.S.
are willing and ready to shed
S. Wyoming . ."Our hearts
"There is no information I can
the stuffed shirt. Many have
give you about this place. It is
are very much with all the
already done so with the reguys and gals we left behind,
just like all the others, eat,
sult that the Labor Party presleep, nightly shows, (mostly
men and women in the imsents the strongest united
(Continued on Page 15)
oldies) and a little work. It is
front here. The result has been
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„oast a ler liteinti4)iis Barge Pact is 1st with the Preamble;
'St PCAIIII ad Henry Schmidt Union, Employers Agree to Cooperate

also agreed to Section 21 which mittee including President Gerwill expedite loading operations. main Bulcke, Local 10; Business
economic operation of barges on This was a practical demonstra- Agent Charles Becker and PresiSan Francisco Bay and its navi- tion of labor-management coop- dent Mike Johnson, Local 34;
gable tributaries.
Regional Director of Hawaii
erative bargaining.
"They are agreed that joint
A semi-annual wage review Frank Thompson, formerly busicooperation is essential if the clause was also included in the ness agent of Local 17, Sacraproblems which face the industry contract which has aa its anni- mento, and Elinor Kahn of the
now and will confront it in the versary date September 3434, 1945. ILWU Research department. Inpost-war period are to be solved
Direct negotiations were ternational Secretary-Treasurer
and if the continuation of the handled by a negotiating come Louis Goldblatt signed the pact
for the ILWU.
barge industry is to he made
possible."
The barge industry was represented by Norvin Fay, presiIn the first contract to comdent of The River Lines; W. G.
bine the many agreements beWestnian and Thomas B. Crowtween separate barge operators
ley, Jr., of Bay Cities Transporand ILWU locals more than five
tation Company; and A. H. Glickunions are involved. They are:
man, of the Richmond NavigaLongshore Locals 10 of San Francisco and 54 of Stockton; WareSAN FRANCISCO—Criticizing tion and Improvement Company.
house Local 17 of Sacramento, Army refusal to consider a proand Ship Clerks Locals 34 of posal for solving an admittedly
San Francisco, and 30, Stockton. critical longshore manpower sitFour companies, The River uation in Hawaii, SecretaryLines, Bay Cities Transportation Treasurer Louis Goldblatt reCompany, Kellogg Express peated again last week in a letter
Praying Company, marine di- to Assistant Secretary of War
vision, and Richmond Naviga- John J. McCloy, the union's retion and Improvement Company quest for a joint Army, employer
signed the contract Tuesday, and union committee to investipaving the 'way for at least six gate advisability of a central disother firms which signified they patching system.
In a letter to Goldblatt, dated
may sign later.
Chief gain in the contract is July 24, McCloy had admitted
the raising* of the basic wage that the absenteeism rate on the
scale to $1.10 hourly from a docks In Hawaii had been a
contract rate of 95 cents hourly, greatly disturbing factor. He
although certain higher rates had pointed out, however, that since
been paid. The increase is ef- the Waterfront Activities Comfective August 1, 1944, pending mittee had found no substantial
WLB approval of a form 10 ap- under-utilization of manpower,
plication to be submitted jointly the War Department could not
interfere to insist on consideraon this and other clauses.
Work on penalty cargoes is to tion of the ILWU proposal.
In his reply Goldblatt pointed
be paid at the same premium
scale to be set in the new long- out that, "This is not a question
Leathery ivVilshore contract. Negotiations for of the ILWU asking for the inm "Bill"
the longshore rates are well un- tervention of the War Department to support an ILWU pro- Gordon has toted Ms union card
der way.
On the vacation issue: The posal. To the contrary, we are from Alaska to San Francisco in
new longshore clause will also asking that the War Department 45 years of longshoring in and
be adopted by the barge industry. step in to help clean up a bad out of Vancouver, Tacoma, Sesituation and one which mitiattle, Aberdeen, Portland and
In the process of bringing the gates against the fullest contricontract first established in bution of the industry to the ef- some points south. The camera
1935, up to date, the no-discrim- fective prosecution of the war. caught Bill in '36 standing in the
ination policy, part of basic This is even more a matter of con rain picketing for union security,
ILWU practice, was inserted.
cern to the armed forces than to something as basic as bread-andBecause of the peculiarities of either the union or the employ- butter to him since the days of
operating problems, the HAT ers involved."
the 1701 strike in Seattle.
(Continued From Page 1)

Full Negotiating Committee
Meets Employers August28
The Coast Longshcrre Negotiating Committee will meet with a
similar committee of the Waterfront Employers' Association on
August 28 for the purpose of discussing the demands of ILWU
Pacific Coast longshoremen for a new basic contract for the Pacific Coast longshore industry. If progress cannot be made by the
process of direct negotiations with the employers the Union witl
call upon a Department of Labor conciliator to attempt to mediate
such issues as are in disagreement.
If mediation or conciliation fail to get the necessary results the
Union will request that the whole issue of the longshore contract
and the subsidiary contracts covering our closely related occupational groups be certified to the National War Labor Board for
hearing and final determination.

Chief Demands
Are Reviewed
Our coastwide longshore membership is generally aware of the
many changes which we are seeking to effectuate by opening for
modification our present longshore agreement. We believe it is
wholly in order to review here specifically the demands we are
making and the absolute necessity of opening the contract in order
to secure any of such demands. The major gains we are seeking
are as follows:
1.—Vacations with pay for each registered longshoreman.
2.—A minimal:El weekly wage guarantee whether work can
be supplied or not.
3.--Substantial increase in penalty cargo rates such as for
handling explosives or damaged cargo.
4.—Abolishing the lower scale of pay for car or dock work
and establishing longshore pay for that work.
5.-15 days per year sick leave with pay.
6.—Subsistence payment of $6.00 per day for longshoremen
rquired to work away from their home port.
These conditions which every longshoreman on the Pacific
Coast wants to get and should get were concurred in unanimously
by the last international convention of this union held in June,
1943. The action of that convention in going on record for these
demands has been concurred in by every ILWU longshore local on
the Coast. That, in itself, constitutes instructions by the rank and
file to their international officers and Coast Labor Relations Committees to take the necessary steps to secure these demands.

Opening Was Discussed
At Portland

Army Won't
Act on Waste
OfManpower

Oidfimer

Much discussion was had at the longshore caucus held in Portland, Oregon, in March of this year on the matter of how to proceed in carrying out this mandate of the membership. It was thoroughly explained by Brother Bridges that modifications of the
present agreement was the only manner by which these gains
could be secured. It was only necessary for all of the delegates of
that caucus to take back to their locals a full and complete report
of what happened in order to have thier rank and file fully informed of the intention of the Union to open the present contract
upon its expiration date.
Most of the delegates did go back to their locals with the full
and complete report—a few, apparently, did not. If they had, the
SAN FRANCISCO—The Paci- necessary because a substantial
vote to open the longshore contract for changes would have been fic Coast Maritime Industry number of members had not seen
unanimous in the longshore caucus recently concluded. As it was, Board announced August 22 that fit to secure ammunition passes
an overwhelming majority of the caucus delegates voted to open friendly alien longshoremen have thereby throwing the burden of
the contract and time will most certainly demonstrate that that been cleared with the Coast handling explosives onto those
was the proper action and in the best interests of the rank and Guard for explosive passes in members who did go to the troufile membership of our organization.
this port. The action was the re- ble of getting their ammunition
If a new contract has not been negotiated by September 30, sult of representations made by passes.
which is the expiration date for the old contract, it is already mu- the PCMIB and removes the long
There are more than 500 extually agreed that the old contract will continue in full force and standing ban on friendly alien plosive passes ready and waiting
effect until such time as a new contract is signed. If negotiations members' full participation in to be picked up at the present
fail your Coast Negotiating Committee will be prepared to submit the war effort.
time at the pay office. The men
a strong and complete case to the War Labor Board.
At the regular weekly meet- to whom they were issused have
We have every reason to believe that merits of our case will ing of the Joint Labor Relations not bothered to pick them up.
be good enough in view of the excellent job the longshoremen are Committee held on Tuesday, Au- There are more than a thousand
doing to help win the war to get a new and better longshore con- gust 22, the following statement applications for explosive passes
tract.
was unanimously adopted.
waiting to be signed by men who
"All men; including friendly are eligible to receive them.
Progress Made
aliens who are eligible for Coast
The fact that so many of the
In Housing
Guard ammunition passes must members do not have explosive
have them by September 5, 1944. passes even though eligible for
During the past several weeks the Maritime Industry Board has
"Friendly aliens have been them has operated to slow up
been making substantial progress in the solution of some of the
cleared with the Coast Guard for the dispatching and permit
problems of the longshoremen that arose with the war emergency
such passes and may now secure those men without explosive
and the increasing cargo movement from West Coast ports. Federal
them at 310 Califorlila Street. passes to actually pick their
housing unitshave already been secured in the San Francisco and
"Any man not having an am- jobs.
the exclusive use of longshoremen in San Francisco.
Bay Area
exempting
The action of the Local Labor
These will be allocated to the most serious individual castes 4nd munition pass or card
Relations
Committee has the full
pass
having
such
a
him
from
near
housing
will
be
made
available
in
the
units
of
additional
future. Already a number of inadequately housed longshoremen will not be dispatched from the backing of the union, which
hiring hall until be secures such urges the securing of a Coast
have actually moved into these Federal housing units.
In-pier feeding plans for San Francisco longshoremen have a pass or exemption card. Any Guard ammunition pass by all
progressed to the point where blueprints have already been drawn man who is refused an ammuni- who are eligible. Otherwise it
for construction of four waterfront cafeterias on the Embarcadero. tion pass by the Coast Guard may will be a ease of no pass, no
obtain a card exempting hhn work after September 5. Those
Mobile feeding units will supplement these cafeterias.
Shelters for lunch rooms on waterfront docks have already from having such a pass by Bp, few individuals who are refused
been built in the Port of San Francisco and Seattle and will shortly plying to the office of the Paci- an ammunition pass by the Coast
be started in the Port of San Pedro. In the Port of Portland, Ore- fic Coast Maritime industry Guard can and must obtain an
gon, such shelters will be constructed as soon as the locations of Board at 112 Market Street, exemption card showing they
have been refused.
them are determined by the Board's Administrative Assistant for Boom 430."
Starting September 5 every
The action of the Joint Labor
that ?rea and the matter cleared with the War Shipping AdminisRelations Committee was made man dispatched from the hiring
tration.

Exp!osive Passes for Friendly Aliens
Cleared for Port of San Francisco

fair

•••

hall will be required to show
either his explosive pass or an
exemption card showing he has
been refused such a pass, before
he is dispatched.

Red Cross Praises
Local 13 Donor Record
SAN PEDRO — "The finest
union participation" in the Red
Cross Blood Donor drive came
from Longshore Local 13 according to blood bank officials here.
Over 300 unionists volunteered. After a process of weeding out, 284 were able to donate
blood to the boys in the armed
forces. Among them were several
Wacs and soldiers.

700 Pound Block Hits
Longshoreman Meacham
PORTLAND — Longshoreman
John Meacham of Local 8 suffered a back injury here August
12 when a 700-pound block fell
on him while at work. He was
treated at the St. Vincent's hospital.
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Local 1141 Longsluwemen's Bulletin
Members Approve Longshore Caucus.
Decision to Open Coastwise Contract

—Courtesy SF Call-Bulletin

Stevedoring is spreading inland from the
• waterfront. The above scene is duplicated many times daily at the Army Transport Corps airfield at
Suisuin, Calif., as vital cargo is loaded for the fighting forces in
the South Pacific. In the future automobiles and washing machines
may get their last stowing aboard ship at places far from the
shore lines.

Longplaning9

.7andidatesr
Nomination
Blanks Ready
Nomination blanks for officers
of the union and the dispatch
hall are now available in the
union office.
The deadline for submission of
these forms will be the membership meeting of Wednesday,
September 6.
Any book member may run for
any office, providing he has been
a book member of Local 10 for
at least one year, has been in
good standing for that entire
year (never having paid his dues
In arrears), and if he can obtain the signatures of fifty book
members in good standing on
his nomination blank.
The coming elections are important ones for Local 10. We
all devoutedly hope that during
the next term, the war will be
over and our boys will be home.
Post-war problems will face the
officials who hold office this
term.
If you want to run for any
office, get your blank in the
office now and have them filled
out and return them before September 6th, or at that night.

Undelivered checks

The last regular membership
meeting, in accordance with the
action taken at the previous
meeting, set aside the regular
order of business and immediately after the reading of the
minutes took up the discussion
of the longshore caucus at the
point left off at the previous
meeting.
The question under discussion
was the opening of the longshore
contract and all other waterfront
contracts connected with it.
Johnny O'Connor reported as
the first delegate. He pointed
out that the Caucus had made it
very clear that the only way the
longshoremen can get an increase in penalty time, vacationv
with pay, sick leave, a guaran=
teed weekly wage, better adjustment of travelling time, and all
the other points for which they
are asking, is through opening
the contract. He, as a delegate
therefore was heartily in favor
of opening it, he stated.
CRONIN OBJECTS
Jerry Cronin reported that he
was opposed to opening the contract because he felt that we
should abide by the "Little
Steel" formula which says "no
raises in pay for the duration."
Dave Keefe, in his report,
pointed out that the longshoremen were just as interested in
getting better adjustment of penalty rates, guaranteed wages, vacations, and so forth, as in a
raise in the basic wage, and he
was wholeheartedly in favor of

Undelivered checks for the
following are held at 405
Montgomery Street:

Gang Bosses: Use,
Hiring Halls First

Reg. No.
Name
709
Tannler
W.
B.
Christian Jensen 2590
2952
Joseph Feld
4822
M. G. Jardin
10465
Henry Martin
Richard Wallace 61353
Frank Addison 65570
George Young 66155
Marcus A. Scott 66426
Willie Smith, jr. 66481
66656
K. C. Henry
66844
Earl Riley
Clarence Page 66932
71061
Ernest DeLeo

It has been reported that
gang bosses, particularly in the
East Bay, are hiring men off the
street without first contacting
our own hiring hall, or that of
the warehousemen in Oakland.
That just ain't right, fellows!
Hire through the hall. Give the
jobs to the fellows who pay dues
into the organization first, then
to members of other ILWU
unions, and last of all to outsiders. If you were waiting for
a job and wanted one pretty badly, you'd be disgusted if the
ILWU hired men off the streets
without giving you the first
chance at the work! Call the
Warehouse hall in Oakland if
you're short of men.

Longshore Ball Team Faces
McDowell Soldiers for Cup

In what ia apparently going
to be a yearly contest on Harbor
Day, the Longshoremen's Baseball Team will again face the
soldiers from Fort McDowell, in
a contest for a trophy presented
by the San Francisco Junior
Extinguishers Installed
Chamber of Commerce.
On jitneys for Fires Only
Last year the game was played
Fire extinguishers have been at Fort McDowell and the LongInstalled on all jitneys. They are s horem en carried the trophy
placed there as precaution home with them. This year, it
against disastrous dock fires. will be the first game of a
They are NOT placed there for double-header to be played in
the longshoremelp to play with Seals Stadium, 12 noon, August
or squirt at each other like 27.
school kids! Leave them where
The tentative lineup for the
they are! Ti we have another fire Longshoremen is as follows:
like the one at Pier 48 a year
Glaraza, '213
or so ago you'll be very glad to
todigiani, 38
have them at hand...and full!
Carl Spirz, 1B
Zasso. Short
Sgt. Frank Osnick, who has
Santora, Catch
been stationed at Indiantown •
Pallesteri, Pitch
Gap, Pennsylvania, for over a
Ted Spirz, CF
year as an instructor in longGuldbech, LE'
shore battalions was in the
Maloney, RF
office the other day to say
TEAM VETERANS
"hello." He attended WednesThe pitcher, Jack Ballesteri,
day night's membership meetstarted the season with the
ing, and met his old friend,
Coast League—Sacramento. EdCharlie Dumerniet t her e.
die Lodigiani, 38, is the brother
Charlie is a Pvt. stationed in
of Dario Lodigiani of the Big
Menlo Park and got a night's
Leagues. Carl and Ted Spirt are
liberty to attend the meeting
the veterans of the team, having
too.

played with it for the past seven
years. Carl is also the manager
of the team.
The manager of the team at
last year's game, Rich Petronave,
is now Lt. (jg) Petronave of the
U. S. Navy, at Davisville, Rhode Island. George Ragghianti who
took over the managership when
Rick left is now in the Navy at
San Diego.
The team has had a good
season. despite several losses of
players to the immutable law
of Selective Service. Out of the
12 games played, they have won
eight. The Surf Riders of the
Coast Guard. the Machinists'
Union, San Mateo and S. P.
Stores have all bowed in defeat to them. The Harbor Day
game should be a really hot one.
Come out and see it!
Now we've seen everything! The other day on Market Street, was saw a soldier
with campaigni bars and medals on his uniform, and in the
lapel A UNION BUTTON.
James Page who is a private
at Selfridge Field is home on
furlough too, and promises to
come into the hall and office
very soon to say hello to all
his old buddies.

opening the contract so that we mands.
It is not only the duty of every
might gain these points.
Henry Schmidt gave a very longshoreman to register and
comprehensive report, both as a vote in the coming elections, the
delegate to the Caucus and as a speakers emphasized. It is a matmember of the Coast Labor Re- ter of "pork chops" as well. It is
lations committee. He outlined easier for everyone concerned to
the steps necessary nowadays to spend five minutes in the ballot„
get a wage raise and other de- box voting for men who will give
mands as compared to the steps labor a square deal, than to go
necessary prior to the war. out on strike for ninety-nine days
Schmidt also gave a very thor- to get a raise in wages.
All demands submitted by the
ough interpretation of our present contract and the methods of Caucus are being asked for retroactive to the date of the
changing the various sections.
A motion was made and passed date of the opening of negotiaunanimously to concur in the ac- tions. In our own interests, we
tion of the Caucus in voting to must understand these demands
open the contract.
and the methods of obtaining
The need for unity and for them. Each member must help
political action in order to gain obtain them by talking to his
these demands was stressed by friends and neighbors, registeralmost every speaker. Only by ing and voting, and by making
political action can the Little the opening of the contract a
Steel Formula be changed, they matter of vital importance to
agreed. It was pointed out that himself and the community.
The meeting was well attended
the War Labor Board, which is
a government agency, is subject and many questions were asked
to political action. A vote for the of the delegates. The next two
right person may mean the dif- meetings and a special meeting
ference between a wage raise will be devoted to the same suband the rejection of our de- ject.

Local 10 Stewards to Play
Host to San Pedro Stewards
The stewards of Local 10 will be
host to two stewards from Local
13 sometime next month. Local
13 has selected two of its stewards to come to San Francisco to
study the methods of our stewards in settling grievance on the
job, helping in political action,
and the conduct of our Steward's
meetings. The San Pedro members will remain here two days.
While here they will visit the
docks and attend the stewards'
meeting. This, we feel sure, will
bring about closer cooperation
and unity between the two locals
which is particularly important
now in view of the opening of the
coast-wise longshore contract.
Due to war time problems and
the rush of work, it has been
impossible for the business
agents to cover every dock and
Therefore, the
every beef.
stewards have called a special
meeting of the Stewards Advisory committee to work out plans
to enable the stewards to become
more active and handle many of
the problems which normally are
referred to the business agents.
The Committee will report bark
to the Executive Board and the
membership with its recommendations.
The stewards at their last
meeting discussed having one
dispatcher on duty on "closed"
Sundays, in order to fill orders
for men who are working “hot"
ships. The Council also discussed the matter of better rotation of gangs on night work
so that all members would have
the opportunity to attend the
membership meetings, particularly now when the contract
is opened and everyone should
hear and understand the reports
on it from the Longshore caucus.
Stewards urged all members
to demand safe conditions on the
job. One important item to remember is that when hoisting
barrels, dock gang should al-

An Members, Attention
This new rule is now in effect and applies to book and
probationary members alike:
McEN T %KING WIT FlDRAV.'ALS FOR ANY REASON OTHER THAN GOING
INTO THE sERVIcE, PROVEN ILL HE aLTH, OR TO RECOVER FROM AN INJURY
WILL NOT RE REINSTATED
FOR THE DURATION OF
THE WAR!!!

ways knock them down and sling
them with shime hooks.
The next stewards meeting
will be Monday, August 28th, at
8:00 p. m., in the Santa Maria
Room, 150 Golden Gate Avenue.
All gangs are urged to have
their steward attend.

Let's Co-op
With Army
Paymasters
The Army Paymaster has announced that for the benefit of
gangs working steady in Benicia,
the Army payoffice will remain
open every Monday night until
8:0,0 p.m.
The step was taken voluntarily
by the paymaster who does his
best to cooperate with us. In return, let's cooperate with him.
Don't give him a bad time if
your check is short. He has nothing to do with it. Report the
shortage to the business agent.
It's his job to take care of such
things.
When you get in line to get
your check, have your picture
pass in your hand. Don't leave it
in your wallet. The paymaster
has to look at both sides of it.
If you have to stop and dig for
It after you reach the window,
it slows him up and all the men
behind you. Be sure, also, to get
into the rigtit line.
Look at the numbers above
the windows to make sure in
which line you belong. Above all,
be courteous to the paymasters.
They work for a living just like
we do.
If you apply for a release
from this Industry (and they
are very, very hard to get) remember it will take you at
least three days to obtain it,
and when and if you do get
It, you will have to turn in
your work cards, picture pass
and red ammunition pass.
Furthermore, in the ease of
probationary members, they
give up all claim on the union
and whether or not they will
ever be reinetated is problematical.
Lonnie Pritchard, a member of Local 10, who has been
stationed in Iran for over a
year, wrote us the glad news
the other day that he had been
promoted to the rank of Captain.
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Organizing Drive Will Swell Memb ership Above the 1500 Mark
By DISPATCHER
Now we're cooking with gas.
We have begun the drive to complete the organization of supervisors, vehicle drivers and timekeepers into Local 2 and swell
the membership of our local
above the 1,500 mark.
At our first meeting held
August 15 in Santa Maria Hall,
unanimous approval came from
the floor for the new organizing
program.
Newly, organized supervisors
and timekeepers will come into
the union as full book members
instead of probationary book
holders. In order to extend other
union rules to the supervisors a
committee was elected to draft
proposals for the new constitution and by laws. On the committee are C. A. Torgerson, Rodolfo 13arrera, W. J. St. Martin,
Lester Marston, Faustino Asuncion and Phillip Puga.
COMMITTEE NAMED
Elected to a negotiating committee to discuss working conditions and wages in the industry
for supervisors and report back
to the union's negotiating committee were James P. Conway,
Joe Maldonado, Joe Mendez,
Robert Griffith, Dan Casimire
and Paul Henriksen.
Pace-setter for the organizing
drive was the meeting after
which more than a dozen men
signed membership cards. There
are between 135 and 150 men in
the whole industry and more
than half were unionized when
the drive began.
Organizing the unorganized
workers is vital to building Ship
Scalers and Painters Local 2 into
one of the largest ILWLT organizations and achieving greater
bargaining strength.
Regular monthly meetings like
those held for the foremen, delegates. probationary members and
general membership will be
slated for the supervisors and
timekeepers, together. The vehicle drivers attend the general
membership meetings.
Nirith September 30, expiration
date of our contract with the
Ship Scaling Contractors Association of the Bay Area little more
than a month away, we have formally notified the employers of
the reopening of the entire contract. We felt there was no use in
bargaining just for wage increases, when the expiration data
was so near. We hope to gain
many union benefits.
Latest news On our moving
plans: By the time The Dispatcher is delivered to you, we
will have moved our administration offices to 210 Drumm St.
PLAN NEW SYSTEM
The Emergency Committee
and our executive hoard are
working out a new dispatching
system to be put into effect soon.
The system will assure rotation
work, no
of
discrimination
against any book or probationary
members.
Working out a program for
the ship scaling and painting industry John Acosta. Richard
Campos and George Wilson met
with the contractors' chairman
on August 18. They discussed the
establishment of a labor-management committee to
provide
greater employment and solve
any problems arising on the job
between the men and management.
It was agreed that Wilson
should prepare a letter on topics
to be discussed at future meetings, such as recruitment of more
women; examination of safety
equipment.
At this meeting agreement was
also reached on the rates of pay
for several• classifications that
had not been covered by the contract.
Representing our union at the
CIO convention, slated for Los
Angeles, August 31 to September
3 inclusive, are John Acosta, J.
H. Jones, dispatcher, Joe Maldonado, Sam Berg and Gwenn
Kircher.

para esa fecha, hemos formalmente a la Asociacion de nuestra
intencion de abrir negociaciones,
en sueldos y condiciones en todo
Delegates, 8 p.m., August 25, Santa Maria Hall, CIO Building.
nuestro contrato. Estabamos negocia,ndo unicarnente por suelProbationary Members, 8 p.m., August 30, Santa Maria Hall,
dos, y como queda tan poet" tiCIO Building.
empo pare la expiracion de nuesForemen, 8 p.m., Sept. 5, Santa Maria Hall, CIO Building.
tro contrato esperamos ganar
Membership, 7:30 p.m., Sept. 18, CIO Auditorium.
mejores beneficios para esta
Union.
Para cuando el periodic°, "El
Dispatcher" sea recibido en su
Delegados--Agosto 25, 8 p.m., Santa 'Maria Hall, CIO Building.
domicilio, nuestras oficinas adrninistrativas habran sido moviMiembros Provisionales—.Agosto SO, 8 p.m., Santa Maria Hall,
das Et esta nueva direccion, 210
CIO Building.
Drumm Street.
Mayordomos--Septiembre 5, 8 p.m., Santa Maria Hall, CIO Bldg.
El comite de ernergencia y el
Mitin General—Septiembre 18, 7:30 p.m., Auditorio, CIO Bldg.
cuerpo executivo estan trabajando en un sistema mejor de
depacho , que sera puesto en
efecto lo rims pronto posible.
Este sistema asumira rotacion de
trabajo donde no habra discrintinacion de miembros regulares a
.Ahora estamos cocinando con porter a la Union el resulted° de miembros provisionales.
gas. Hemos empezedo a comple- estas discusiones) fueron los suTratando de desorrollar un
ter la organizacion de super- pervisores: James P. Conway,
visores, los que manejan los cam- Joe Maldonado, Joe Mendez, Ro- programa para este Industrie de
iones par los contratistas, y los bert Griffith, Dan Casimire, y Ship Scalers and Painters, John
Acosta, Richard Camp 11 s, y
que gurdan el tiempo de los Paul Henriksen.
George Wilson tuvieron un main
trabajadores o sea "timekeepers"
El avance de este organizacion con el Presidente de la Asociaen nuestra Local 2, y que eleva- de supervisores este demostrada
cion en Agosto 18. Discutimos el
ran el 'turner° de nuestros miem- con doce cartes de membrecia que
establecimiento de un comite
bros coma a mas de mil quint- fueron firmadas
en este mitin. compuestro de miembros de las
entos.
Hay coma 135 a 150 supervisores companies, y miembros de nuesEn nuestro primer mitin de y "timekeepers"
en este Indus- tra Union para desarrollar mas
supervisores, an el salon de trie. y la mitad
de esta cantidad trabajo pare nuestros miembros
"Santa Maria," unanimamente estaba organizada
cuando „edeupe- y resolver los problemas entre los
fue aprovado par los supervis- zamos la organizacion de
esta trabajadores y los patrones. Se
ores nuestro programa de organi- grupo.
lieges a un acuerdo de que el herzacion.
Orgarrizar al que no esta or- mano Wilson preparara una
Los nuevos supervisores y ganized° es vital para edificar
carte, con topicos para discutir
"timekeepers" vendran dentro la Union de "Ship Scalers and en futuros mitines de este comite,
de esta Union como miembros Painters, Local 2" en una de las coma el reclutamiento de mas
regulares de esta local, y no como mas zrandes locale de la organi- hombres y mujeres para este Inmiembros provisionales. A fin zacion del ILWLT, y obtener mas dustrie, mas trabajo pare muque
de
extendamos
reglas fuerza en nuestros negociaciones jeres, y estudiar y examiner sisy leves en esta Union pare con los patrones. Mitines men- temas de seguridad para nuessupervisores, un comite fue ele- suales se verificaran pare los tros trabajadores. En esta entrejido pare proponer reglas y leyes mayordomos, delegados, miem- vista tambian llegarnos a un acupara ser incorporadas en nues- bros provisionales, y miembros erdo en la cantidad de pago pare
tra constitucion, y las leyes de regulares, asi como pare los su- diferentes clasificaciones que no
conducta. En este comite estan pervisores y "timekeepers"; es- estan cubiertas par nuestro conlos siguientes supervisores: C. A. tos dos uitimos tendran sus ml- trato.
Torgerson, Rodolfo R. Barrera, tines juntos,
Con respect° a nuestra Union
W. J. St. Martin, Lester Marston, ESPERA MOS BENFIC1OS
en la Convencion en Los Angeles
Faustino Asuncion, y Phillip
Septiernbre 30 sera la !echa de que tendra erect° de Agosto 31 a
Puga.
terminacion de nuestro contrato Septiembre 3, nos representaran
COMITE FtE ELEJIDO
con la asociacion de "Ship Scal- los Siguientes miembros: John
Elejidos para un comite de ne- ers Contractors Association" de Acosta, Presidente; J. H. Jones,
gociaciones (para discutir suel- San Feencisco y puebloe circun- Dispachador; Joe Maldonado,
dos, condiciones de trabajo, y re- vecinos, y con un poco de un mes Sam Berg, y Guen Kircher.

Scalers' Meeting Schedule

Itinerario de Nuestros Mitines

Elevaran el Numero de Nuesfros
Miembros Como a Mas de 1,500

4 11 ok
NAN FiltANCIMA
g
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• local 34
In accordance with membership action, effective with this
issue, The Dispatcher will contain all official notices of the
Local which were formerly given you in bulletins sent from
time to time. All members are hereby notified to read every
Issue of the paper in order to keep posted on Union affairs.

Ship Clerks See Contract
Bargaining to Begin
The regular Labor Day meeting on September 4 has been
postponed to Wednesday evening, September 6, In the main
auditorium at 150 Golden Gate
Avenue. This will be an important session and all are urged
to attend.
The membership unanimously
approved the proposed agreement which was submitted to the
Waterfront Employers on Monday, August 14. The employers
asked for sufficient time to
study our proposal and stated
further that negotiations should
begin in the near future.
An amendment to change Article 8, Section 2 of our Constitution and by-laws, abolishing
the present initiation fees above
$10, was given the first reading
at the last meeting. Final action
and debate on the amendment
will take place at the meeting
on September 6.
The propose& new preamble
to be submitted to the employers
was also unanimously adopted
at the meeting.

Committee Seeking New
Quarters Asks Help
A committee of executive
board members is working hard

toward securing new quarters.
If any one should hear of or see
any space suitable for our requirements , call the Secretary.
Two new committees were appointed at the last meeting, a
Social Committee composed of
Brothers Preston, Perrins, Hildebrand, Russo and Hutchings and
a Service Men's and Veterans'
Committee, composed of Brothers Huston, Becker, Russo, Barter and Perrins. Both these new
committees will start functioning in the near future.
Action of the International in
the Montgomery Ward case as
well as full support to Ernest
Fox were concurred in and the
following delegates to the CIO
Convention in Los Angeles were
elected: Al Johnson, James
Russo, Val Drayson, Mike Johnson and Charles Becker.

Request Army Meeting
On Organization Drive
Organization among the Army
Transport Checkers is progressing favorably. A steward's council and negotiating committee
was elected recently. A meeting with the Army has been requested as soon as possible.
A meeting of our Supercargoes
working for the Army in conjunction with Army ,walking

bosses was held recently at the
request of our International Vice
President Bob Robertson.
Brother Robertson explained in
detail the purpose of this drive
and answered any and all questions. Many of our members
admitted that they had gotten a
clearer picture of the entire setup and were now in a position to
assist in completing the organizational work among the Army
clerical personnel.
Two of our members were in
to see us recently: Lt. (j.g.)
Jack Litz has just returned from
14 months overseas and has been
transferred to the Seabees and
is located at Camp Endicott, the
Seabee training camp in Rhode
Island.
Staff Sgt. C. S. McGeorge came
down from Camp Stoneman and
is now on his way overseas. His
address is Casual Co. 150, APO
7930, c/o Postmaster, San Francisco.

Servicemen Subscribe
By Request Only
Our members in the service
are being sent THE DISPATCHER if they so request, therefore,
any members writing to them
should ask that they write us
requesting that the paper be sent
them. This procedure is required
by the postal regulations. There
is no charge as the subscription
is paid by the union.
All letters received from our
men in the armed forces will be
read with interest and should be
handed to the secretary for inclusion in this column.

Members Agree on
Need to Organize
The question of organizing the
civil service workers who are doing longshore work or work
closely related to longshore
work in the Port of Seattle is
now before the membership.
This question was raised at
the last executive board meeting
by the officers and the labor relations committee.
Briefly, the situation is this:
there are approximately 18.00
civil service workers in Seattle
who are doing work that at one
time was done by longshoremen
only. True, the operations where
eiVil service people are employed
have been established since the
start of the war and they may
disappear with the end of the
war or shortly afterwards. It is
equally true that they may, as
they probably will, remain in
Operation for many years to
come. In any event, they should
be organized.
If they should be organized,
who then must take the responsibility for seeing that it is done.
In the opinion of the officers,
the longshoremen are the ones
to be affected the most, whether
the civil service workers are organized or not. It follows that
the longshoremen must take the
lead in doing the job rather than
in waiting for some one else to
do it.
The question was presented to
the meeting in the foregoing
manner and it was discussed by
many members present. All of
them agree that something would
have to be done and that it
should be done now.
The discussion ended with a
motion from the floor that the,
matter be referred to the officers
and executive board for•further
study and recommendations at
the next meeting.

Foreign Crews Get OK
To Do Longshore Work
The crews of foreign ships
will be allowed to work as longshoremen in the port of Seattle
whenever Local 19 is unable to
furnish enough men to do the
job. Permission for foreign seamen to work their own ships was
voted by the membership at the
August 19 meeting to prevent
ships that do not have a high
priority from lying idle when
the local is short of men.
This action was taken on
recommendation of the local executive board which felt that
there was no point in the local
adopting a -dog in the manger"
attitude towards work that we
could not do. All parties likely
to be interested have been informed that the local will be the
sole judge of when we are unable to furnish men and that
each request for the crew of a
ship will be handled on its
merits.
When ships are worked by
their crews the work will be performed under our rules, hours,
wages and working conditions. .„

Caucus Report Held in
Temporary Abeyance
The membership, at the last
meeting, voted to request the
International officers to hold the
verbatim record of the longshore
caucus in abeyance until a later
date. A record of the actions of
the caucus will, however, be
available to the locals very
shortly.

Hiring Hall Record
System Established
The joint labor relations committee has agreed to establish
a comprehensive record system
in the hiring hall. The purpose
of such a record is to enable the
labor relations committee, to
handle more speedily questions
coming before it. In addition,
gas and tires for longshoremen
will be obtained in the future on
the work record of the individual. This makes a complete record necessary.
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"Before Us Lies the Most Promising Prospect Which TI

automobile. That industry •
which set in motion the I
our greatest prosperity. Th4
to believe that the pent-up
mobiles will again lend a
all industry, and especially I
Then I remembered
young men who have been
work in the air—young me
and -who want to constru4
airplanes which beyond qu
favored transport vehicle
After many months of
on the part of a devoted sta
a plan which we confident]
vide long-term employment
of the four and one-half r
connected with aviation.

Victory Minded Henry J. Kaiser,. the builder,
says that Labor, Management and Government
can work together to heal and resrore a broken
world... He stresses the interdependence of
National Unity and Employment and envisions
industry expansion beyond the dreams of any.
(Editor's note: This article by Mr._
Kaiser is a slight condensation of his
historic speech before the Second
Constitutional Convention of the
United Steel Workers of America at
Cleveland last May.ILWU members
will find it not only interesting in its
visions, but startling at the same time
that it is heartening in its close parallel to the ILWU's own program for
postwar security.)

By Henry J. Kaiser

•

HE SAFETY of our land in war and in
peace depends on two pre-eminent social forces
—one spiritual and. the other material. The
first is national unity and the second is employment. These are mutually interdependent
—neither can be achieved without the other.
The unification of all of our powers for
the prosecution of war should be compelling
evidence that it is possible for us to work together for a common goal. Furthermore, the
fact that we are nearer full employment than
at any time in our history should likewise
demonstrate that we have the potentials to
provide work for all who have the will and
the good will to take part in productive enterprise.
The hifahwa2.- to employment on a scale
which will assure a rising standard of living
is mar!zed by many signposts, chief among
which are increased efficiency and decreased
costs. The goal is that the many may have
more. America is going to need a long period
of peace. Twenty-five years ago we fought a
great war; today we are fighting two greater
wars. In the agony of death and destruction
which marks each hour of the day, the hearts
of the American people on the fighting fronts
and the home fronts are ardently united in
the desire for peace.

Too Often the
Language of Strife
Industrial conflicts are also a form of warfare. Whatever else we learn from war, we
should now know the importance of bringing
our conflicts one and all, to the conference
table. Is not this the true significance of the
term "labor relations"? Fundamentally, the
Interests of labor, management and government are one. Theis, mutual dependence is
beyond dispute. But, unhappily, the speech
employed to discuss this vital relationship is
too often the language of strife.
There was a long epoch when Jahnr relation's were almost entirely a ...struggle for advantage. Then the authority of the state appeared on the scene—first to arbitrate, then
to regulate, and finally to control. Labor and
management alike suddenly realized that they
were members of the same family; namely,
the enterprise family. They had been engaged
in a wholly domestic quarrel, and both resented the interference of an outsider.
For years a great many bitter things were
said about both fhanagement and labor. At
times something closely akin to hatred was
engendered. But we have been growing up,
maturing, mellowing, through experience. We
have not only found out that we can get along,
but we are actually enjoying it.
There are still those who say that labor
leadership must continually agitate and must
always be gaining new concessions. This i do
not bel1ee, nor do the enlightened labor leaders believe it. Wages, hours and working con-

ditions are our common concern. We can, and
do, work them out every day.

Strikes Are
Conflict But immediately someone will point to
the strikes, and the threat of strikes, as proof
that the argument is not sound. Strikes are
Instruments of conflict; so are shutdowns.
As we both come to realize the value of the
labor contract, the battle techniques give way
to agreement and understanding. This is, and
must be, the true intent of collective bargaining.
By what token should a bargain be a
declaration of war? Agreement means a meeting of minds, the pledged word, and the sincere intention to perform. It is my conviction
that this spirit has begun to pervade our
contracts.
The lawyers tell us that there can be no
contract without a consideration. In plain
language, omitting the semicolons and the
"whereas-es," this means that both parties to
the contract share in tb,e advantages; each
one enjoys benefits; otherwise, there is no
contract.
As for me, I welcome collective bargaining, and I look on the labor contract as an
instrument for industrial accord. In the overwhelming larger number of cases, the terms
of the agreements are respected and fulfilled.

Industrial Peace
Not an Armistice
Some years ago, I ventured to say that
labor relations were nothing more than human relations. As I understand it, humanity,
is a broad term which means not only mankind as a whole; it also denotes certain virtures which mark man's progress toward perfection: kindness, forbearance, sympathy and
understanding.
Industrial peace is not, and can never be,
the achievement of one man. It is always a
composite of the best in the many who desire
it. In its essence it is not an armistice in r
battle, nor is it a compromise between contending forces. If it has any reality, it is an
expression of good will, which is born of the
sense of fair play.
There is neither secret nor mystery about
labor relations. There is no need for a complicated formula or for cumbersome legislation. The only approach is the humanitarian
one; the "give and take" between meh of good
will; the wholehearted desire to agree; the
will to work together. I know I speak for
counties thousands when I say that both labor
and management want to build. When we
generalize our hopes in the thought that we
want to build a better America, we really
mean that we want to build a more abundant
life for every American.

Reduce Fear of
Unemployment
The need to prepare for peace is is many
respects no less urgent than the preparation
for war. We need a program that can be
launched in one or more of its essential parts
the very moment unemployment begins to
threaten. We must take up the slack as fast
as it appears. We must be certain tl:at the
psychological fear of unemployment is reduced
to an absolute minimum.
Eighteen months ago I ventured to propose four pillars of the social structure which
must be built. I chose activities which require
no critical period of preparation, a minimum
of reconversion, and virtually none of the
much-talked-of postwar delays. Each one could
call into play a wide variety of skills, all the

known trades and arts. Major projects could
be launched in these fields, quite literally, at
a moment's notice. In every one there is so
large an element of social good that they can
all be classified as instruments of public welfare. They are: hospitals, transportation, highways, and housing. I can only review these
briefly, since I am eager to dwell at some
length upon a prospect which has not yet
been explored.

Medical Care
and Transport

Outlines Program
For Aviation

On the very moment wl
fident that victory is assur
bark upon a program whicl
1.—Provide employment
persons who have been
with aviation during
countless others who hi
affected.
2.—Establish a method wi
centage of those person
ing aviation their vocal
this aim, and can pat

Every worker in America should be able
to buy the best in medical service in advance,
pay for it on an inst4rance basis, and enjoy,
the full sense of independence which will
flow from such action.
In the vast majority
(Condensed from Of
of instances, the hosof the Steel Workers
pitals and clinical facilities should be proBy PHILIP MI
vided by industry; but
President, Congress of Intim
where this is not posPresident, United Steel W4
sible, the government
Wi
There is still hope for this universe, and
should lend the reesc
of course there is hope for America whilst
quired funds to enterour nation has industrial statesmen of the
prise or to individuals
kind and character of Henry J. Kaiser.
unwho are willing to

PHILIP MURRA'

'vs
dertake the responsiOrdinarily, when an industrialist has a
bilities o f • organizaplan for postwar he runs to a Chamber of
tion.
Commerce meeting or a meeting of the As- !IN)!
sociation of Manufacturers, but Henry Kai- Its
Transportation presents an employihent,
ser came to talk to the representatives of
WE
prospect which can
a million steel workers about it because
hardly be overestimhe believes, like you and I believe, that if 101'
is
the postwar plans he is thinking about and
ated. If we had time,
An
we are thinking about are going to be
we could pass in renu
view literally hunachieved they can only be achieved by labor
ref]
nad management working together. I wish
dreds of improvements
that our nation had more Henry Kaisers. I of
which have been dethink I can assure you, I believe it at least, in
veloped by constant
that the day will never come when Henry to
experiment in all
forms of military
transports.
sustaining business uni
The principal barrier to courageous and
prise system.
aggressive planning for new transportation in
3.—Satisfy the urge of thou
the air, on the highways, waterways, and rails
lation to "fly."
of America, has been the difficulty of deter4.—Foster the developmeni
mining what our people will want when they
the aeronautical indu
are again able to purchase freely in the open
United States will rerr
market.
this field, and will al'
I now venture to propose that industry be
voir of well-trained per
encouraged by the government to take on a
quate background of pl
pre-peace selling program; that orders be accepted now for postwar delivery; that on such
This plan will:
orders, made in good faith, industry have the
a. Provide "highways"
fortitude to fix a price; and that labor have
sonal plane operation.
the courage to enter into postwar contracts
b. Provide proper tent
now which will be binding on all orders taken
plane-auto use.
in advance. Such orders would then be sec. Bring every popula
cured both as to prices and as to wages. If
United States within reach
orders could be taken now for 500,000 autod. Give every United SU
mobiles and up, a gigantic section of our
air transportation to whicl
available labor force would be assured of eme. Stimulate employmen
ployment as fast as reconversion could be
aircraft, autos, travel ace(
accomplished.
repair parts, supplies, and
f. Make personal aircrai
Wants Light, Low.
tical, convenient and pleast
Cost Auto
g. Coordinate a well-di
all phases of domestic air
No doubt the great automobile companies
ing proper accommodation
have their plans well advanced. It is my earntion from fields to cities
est hope that they will not fail to reckon with
operators.
the market for a light, low-cost utility vehicle
which would make it posible for many AmeriEnvisions Network
can families to have whatever transportation
their particular needs require. In contemplatAirfields
of
ing the immense labor market which the autoThis
plan contemplates
motive industry and the allied services supply,
of from 3,000 to 5.000 air
my thoughts turned to the fact that the greatsonal plane operation in
est forward thrust which America has ever
Each is to be run as a sena
enjoyed came from the development of the
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, was the spark plug
'
lusts
the forces that created
ty. There is ample reason
aei t-up demand for autodriving impetus to
icially to the metal trades.
iered the three million
Len trained to live and
Ing men who want to fly,
onsezect and service the
Dna Question will be the
ehicle of tomorrow.
the of thought and effort
leo staff, we have evolved
ifidently believe will prooyment for a great many
.!-Ietlf million people now
Ion.

lent when we can be cons assured, we should emu e hide will:
ment for the 4,500,004i
to been directly connected
luring the war, and the
who have been indirectly

under a unified supervision. Such a network
will bring virtually every area of the United
States into such close contact that the individual flier will be able to cover the nation
in "hops" of from 25 to 50 miles. The terminals will be equipped to service both automobiles and planes. They will provide:
a. Safe landing places for personal aircraft.
b. Storage space for planes.
c. Transportation from fields to town.
d. Repair and maintenance service on
planes and autos. (Including fuel, oil, and
tires.)
e. Weather, bus, rail, and general information.
f. Lunchroom, cafeteria or dining room
service.
g. Inn or "Motel" accommodations.
h. Clubroom for private fliers.
I. Provision for aviation schools, auto and
plane accessories.

Great Boon
to Industry

I do not need to tell you what 5,000 personal airports built in six months, with all
those accommodations, mean to the steel industry and -every other industry in the United
States and, done instantaneously.
hod whereby _a large perThe four general classes will be:
persons desirous of makA. Minimum Flight Strip Terminals.
r vocation can accomplish
B. Minimum Airports—Class I Terminals.
an participate in a selfC. Average Airports— Class II Terminals.
D. Extensive AirClass III Terports
minals.
.oin the proceedings
Does this sound
Vorkers' Convention)
like ari_idle dream7.
Turn, back the pages
Jl TitURHAY
of your history and
)f Industrial Organizations
read what doubters
te..I Workers of America
said about the horsewill be lifted by the seat of his trousers and
less carriage. Then folescorted to the pavement by a couple of
low me through this
4i1.. 1. does.
brief review of statistics, all of which repIt is very seldom that any group of postresent facts:
war planners in the United States, including
The bus lines of
labor leaders, put down on paper how a
America. have 6,613
postwar plan can be made workable. Henry
terminals serving 60.,Kaiser, it appears to me, has done so.
000,000 persons. A
We enjoy labor-management cooperation.
personal plane termiWe like to work with management. We
nal at each of the
Jove to cooperate with management, and it
3,464 cities in the
is mighty nice to know that there is in
United States having
America not only a Henry Kaiser, but a
a population of 2,500
number of very important industrialists who
or more would serve
really do believe that the ultimate solution
74,000.000 people.
of all our troubles in the United States lies
A total of 5,000
in the willingness of labor and management
airports spread in a
to work together.
uniform geographical
pattern would place
every city and village within 15 miles of an
ess under the free enterairport.
of thousands of our porm-

AY'S COMMENT

Statistics Are
lopment and expansion of
1 industry so that the
nil remain a "leader" in
,
;vill always have •a resei
xed personnel and an
id of plane production fa-

ways" of the air for pern.

n" terminals for joint
populated place in the
reach by personal planes.
ited States community the
which it is entitled.
loyment through sales of
el accommodations, fuel,
s, and housing.
aircraft flying safe, prac. pleasurable.
well-directed program of
tic air expansion, includxiations and transportacities for personal plane

rk
iplates the establishment
00 air terminals for peru in the United States.
a separate business unit,

the manufacture and
sale of a million
planes during the
next 10 years. Such
an estimate may be
far too conservative.
have in my hand
the details of this
plan, with sketches
of the facilities that
t h ey will support:,
preliminary, surveys

Cited
The average bus trip in America is approximately 76 miles. The average daycoach
trip has increased from 37 miles in 1923 to
80 miles in 1942. The average Pullman trip
has increased from 379 miles in 1923 to 732
miles in 1942. The average airline trip was
224 miles in 1930 and 417 miles in 1942.
During the year 1941, 75% of the people of
the United States made a travel trip for business or pleasure. Over 27% of the automobile trips covered more than 50 miles.
In 1939, 3,555 personal airplanes were
produced. In 1940 the number almost doubled.
In 1941 there were 8,000 made and sold.
Seventy per cent of these were priced at less
than $2,000, and had a gross weight of less
than 1,300 pounds.
It is by no means visionary to suppose
that 50,000 personal airplanes can be manufactured and sold in the first two years after
the war. Personally, I would multiply that by
ten. Some estimates place the number as high
as 150,000.
Mind you. I would multiply it by ten for
two years and make it 500,000 under this airport system.

History of Auto
Is Guide_
Keep the history of the automobile in
mind, and it will not be difficult to envisage

of the collet ructron; estimates of
type; possible revenue; man-hours
of employment;
for financine. I do
not hesitate to say
that some day I
expect this to be
an historic document to which the
experts in business research will
refer when the y
write the story of
America's entrance into one of
the greatest periods of her progress.„

As the automobile
ushered in the epoch
of America's greatest material advance, just so
surely will the airplane again
quicken our industrial life. Despite all the dire
forebodings about weight, fuel, costs, and
capacities, the place of the airplane in passenger and freight transport is assured.
The oncoming generation will travel far
and wide. Their world will be small indeed.
They will take the air for granted, as we do
the pavements and rails. Human progress is
a story of venture, but far more than this,
it is a record of faith.

The Bellwether
for Recovery
Should the airplane industry be the bellwether for recovery, it will stimulate production in many other fields. Tcday, no one
knows what materials will be employed in
the airplane of tomorrow, but :teel will be
among them, as it will in the c.i.astruction of
airports and all the allied services.
We ought to witness an all-time peak in
bridge construction and its al-ied services.
There has been no significant office or other
business building for nearly a tiec:-.de. Whenever we begin to think in terms of pessimism
and defeat, we have only to remember the
vast demand which has been So long unfulfilled. There is scarcely a phaee ci transportation that does not offer prom..-9 for us.
There are two other pillars in the program. Surveys among more than 80,000 of
those who take part in our enterprises show
that a new home is the first choice among
their postwar hopes. We now know that complete kitchen, bath, sleeping porch, and garage units can be built and sold over the count2r. The employment possibilit! • in the field
of housing can only be described by the adjective. "staggering.- The num.r of trades
ultimately emeloyed in the construction of a
modest home is almost unbelievabl.e. The need
for comfortable, adequate housing in America
is so great that it promises an immense labor
market for years to come.
Finally, the highway program already an-

lican '20s, Child Labor, Slums, Sweatshops, Hoovervilles ar
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from a
photo by
Press
Association.

nounced by the Federal Government offers
the true key to the expansion of the automotive industry which we all so ardently desire.
It is of the utmost importance that it should
not be spread over too long a period. For
years there were pessimistic prophets as to a
saturation point in the market for automobiles. The manufacturers long since learned
that the true saturation point is the limited
capacity of our streets and highways. If we
have the courage to move boldly into selfliquidating projects, we can nbt only provide
a nationivide network of high-speed roadways,
but. we can break the traffic bottlenecks in
every city in America.
Before us lies the most promising prospect which this country has ever viewed. Insofar as our own land is concerned, war has
touched us lightly. Our cities, our homes, our
farms, and our industrial equipment are intact. We have everything which a broken
world needs for its healing and restoration.
We know that the world looks to us, not only'
for goods and service.. but for inspiration
and confidence. If ye cannot get along with
each other, we cannot get along with anybody. No true American believes that this is
our fate.
There can be a new industrialism, just as
there can be a new democracy. Both can be
humanitarian in tb.- .- 9!e meaning of the
term: for :Al men aid in the spirit of fair
tely in need of peace.
play.' We will be d
It will be ours to ela!:e,. and ours to keep.
Three hundred tho-....reld employees in the
organizations which I represent are, for me,
the living witnesses ti.e- t labor, management,
and government can 7.-ork together.
1.-le in taking this proof
Will you/join
at its face 'value ard move forward toward
the new world which i.- ours to build?

Discrimination Were Rampant
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pictures were taken around the massive
These
meeting fable of Local 13 at San Pedro August
12 as representatives of ILWU Locals 13, 26 and 56 in the Los
Angeles area gatherecr to put steam behind the drive to organize civil service workers. Plans were laid to involve the entire
ILWU rank and file of the area in the campaign on the bash
of the ILWU program for full employment in the postwar. Top
tier shows Tom Palacios, Lupe Valensia, Isidro Armenia and
James Slavin. Second tier shows Jack Brooks, Mika Silk, Cole
Jackman, Walter Foye, Charles Martin, Helene Powell and Jack
Montgomery. Third tier shows Carl Bidstrups, Frank Hearn,
Cone C. Young, William L. Lawrence, Charles Pfeiffer, Arthur
Haubrich. At bottom are Dorothy Jackson and Al Langley.
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,
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—Dispatcher Staff Photos

Organizing
Drive in LA
Is Planned
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Facts and Figures By Fisher

Little Steel Formula is Hot
Issue for November Contest
By LLOYD H. FISHER
MUT Research Director
Your Research Director who
has no great reputation as a
gambling man wagered a small
sum with an official of the International a couple of weeks
ago. The diffeeence of opinion
was over the question of whether
the Little Steel Formula would
be changed before or after the
November elections. Neither of
us have any inside dope and
what we are really arguing about
Is a matter of political strategy.
As I see it, any change in
Little Steel before November
would give the anti-Roosevelt
press (about 90 per cent of all
the press) scare headlines for
the balance of the campaign. It's
not hard to imagine what the
headlines would look like: "FDR
Sells Out to Labor," "Roosevelt
Imperils the Nation's Savings,"
and so on. The fact that this is
pure, unadulterated bunk is beside the point. With only a
couple of months before election,
a lot of school teachers, civil
Service employees, old age pensioners and others with fixed
Incomes are not going to have
much time to get the facts.
PLAY ON DISCONTENT
In the meantime, the DeweyHoover press Is going to have
the time of its life if the Little
Steel Formula is not changed
before November.
The same
crowd that has been resting comfortably behind Little Steel will
play on the discontent of Labor.
The flirtation has already begun. The Republican platform
...dere a little act for the particular benefit of Labor. It talks

of the arbitrary wage-fixing policies of the administration and
the return to collective bargaining.
If, after trying to balance your
family budget this sounds at all
attractive, just remember that
the only Labor people that liked
the Labor plank in the Republican platform were John L.
Lewis and Bill Hutcheson, If
this doesn't give you the right
answer, remember that the same
boys who wrote this plank were
the ones who tried to write the
Little Steel formula into law so
that only an act of Congress
could change it. NEW LINE DEMANDED
The CIO has made great progress in blasting the standpat position of the National War Labor
Board. When the formula was
adopted, it had the support of
Labor. In May 1942, when it
was first announced, it was a
pretty fair measure of increeses
In prices up to that point.
As late as September 1942,
Labor made no strong protest
bemuse the President announced
a seven-point program calling
for price stabilization as well as
wage stabilization at September
1942 levels. When it became
clear that the President was
blocked by a reactionary Congress and couldn't deliver on his
seven-point program, Labor demanded a new stabilization line.
The President appointed a
special committee to study the
Increase in the cost of living.
Philip Murray and George Meany
represented Labor on the Committee. When the data were in
and the surveys tabulated, Labor's report showed a 43.5 per
cent increase in the cost of liv1n4 over January I. 1941,

x..
The official index of the Bureau
of Labor Statistics said the cost
of living had increased by about
24 per cent and the National
War Labor Board was clinging to
a 15 per cent formula.
STATISTICS INADEQUATE
These differences were so
great that the President was
asked to appoint a committee of
technical experts to study the
conflicting statements. The report of the committee was a
major victory for Labor. The
Committee found that the monthly reports of the Bureau of Labor Statistics didn't measure
changes in the cost of living at
all. It simply measured changes
In the retail prices of certain
commodities.
No allowance was made for
many of the coots of 'wartime
living, increased taxes, war bond
deductions, costs of the movement of workers' families to
centers of war production where
they could serve the country
best. The result was that the
Bureau of Labor Statistics no
longer even calls its reports
Cost of Living Surveys.
The second finding of the
Committee was that the BLS
underestimated the changes in
retail prices by from four to
seven per cent. Even if the BLS
reports were the correct measure
of increases in the cost of

the proper figure should be
closer to 30 per cent, as the increase over January 1, 1941
levels.
REPORTS HAVE EFFECT

SAN PEDRO — Representatives of ILWU locals in the Los
Angeles area met here August 12
with International Representatives and laid plans for actively
involving all ILWU rank and file
in the area in the campaign to
organize civil service dock, terminal and warehouse workers.
A committee of nine was set
up with Cone C. Young of Local
13 as chairman.
- It immediately went to work
on plans for a joint meeting of
stewards and executive board
members of Locals 13, 26 and 56
at which the program of the
ILWU will be thoroughly discussed with a view to showing
the membership that their own
postwar security depends upon
organizing all of the presently
unorganized workers in ILWU
jurisdiction.
SEEK CIO HELP
Members of the committee, besides Young who is devoting full
time to the drive, are Isidro Armeats, Local 56 dispatcher, William L. Lawrence, Local 13 President, Charles Pfeiffer, Local 26
president. Jack Brooks, Walter
Foye and Carl P. Bidstrup of
Local 13, Dorothy Jackson of
Local 26, Thomas Palacia of Local 56, and Jack Montgomery,
International Representative.
One of the duties of the consmittee as outlined by the larger
body will be to involve other CIO
locals in the area, many of whom
have been helped in their own organizing drives by the ILWI'.
In attendance at the meeting
were International Representative Helene Powell, Coast Labor
Relations Committeeman Cole
Jackman and Editor Morris Watson of The Dispatcher.

All of this adds up to the
likelihood that when the Little
Steel Formula is changed it will
be increased by at least 10 per
cent and very possibly 15 per
cent or a new formula allowing
for increases of from 25 per cent
to 30 per cent over the wage
level of January, 1941.
These reports have had their
effects already. The BLS no
longer claims to measure increases in the cost of Ming and
recently the National War Labor Union Paper Rates
Board has said if a union re- Chicago Tribune Award
quested it, the Board would ask
EAST CHICAGO, Ind. 1FP)—
the employer to include a clause Harbor Labor Sentinel, new
In the contract providing that labor-community newspaper in
wages could be opened again this area, has received the Chiwhenever the Little Steel Form- cago Tribune Common Man ediula was changed. THIS IS IM- torial award.
PORTANT. Any contracts ne"This award." Editor Elizagotiated now should contain that beth Swadesli declared, "Is conclause.
ferred only on individuals and
In an election year as import- organizations who are aggresant as this one, every important sively liberal, honest, pro-labor
issue is a political issue. TAW -, and progressive. It consists of
Steel is no exception. Look at a smear editorial, which distorts
it that way and we'll get the the facts, in the Chicago Tribune.
"It is an honor which this
right answer. The kind of national labor policy we get de- paper is happy to receive so early
pends on who we send to Wash- in its existence. It proves that
ington in November.
we make the right enemies."
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Local 26 Protests Italians
In Harbor Warehouses

—
These Local 217 members at Toners in Denver get together bi-weekly
for dinner and discussion. Left to right around the table, Jimmy
Arita, Chief Steward Ted Chiba, Women's Steward Yone Nakagawa, ILWU International Representative Charles Binna, Jimmy Earley, Tomie Ninomiya, Hisa Nakata and George Taguchi.

Plant Committee

Monty Ward Anti-American
Says Council Backing 219

Company Terms
Increase 'Unfair'
CHICAGO—A petition for review of the Regional War Labor
Board's decision in the case of
the Consolidated Royal Chemical
company and Local 208 was filed
here by the company on
August 8.
The Board's decision had approved a general five cent wage
increase retroactive to August
10, 1943,
Review was requested by the
company on the grounds that the
Board order was "unfair to the
petitioner and has caused substantial hardship." It also contended that retroactive pay was
a "mistake and an error."

BALTIMORE — Warehousemen's Local 219, collective bargaining agency for the Baltimore
Montgomery Ward plant received
a pledge of full cooperation in
its drive to secure a contract
from the local Industrial Union
Council on August 10.
A sustained organization drive
has been necessary in the two
years the union has worked at
unionizing Ward's, due to the
heavy turnover at the plant.
The Council "also condemned
the "anti-union, anti-American"
practices of the Ward Company.

Local 9 Votes $500 With Uncle lli am
'BrI1' SpoonFor Organizing
er, acting president of Local 207

SEATTLE—With expectations
of having its organizing program
In full swing by September, Local 9 at its last membership
meeting voted $500 to start the
campaign and gave• instructions
to its officers to cooperate with
International officials in setting
up and operating- the mechanics
of the job.
The action was taken after
thorough discussion of the necessity and problems of organizing
in this area.
New officers were also installed at the meeting. They are:
Charles Day, president; Claude
Bennett, vice-president; A. V.
Glaser, secretary; and Earl
George, recording secretary.

LOS ANGELES — A strong
protest against the use of Italian
war prisoners in warehouse work
Involving critical war materials
was telegraphed to President
Roosevelt, August 10 by Charles
Pfeiffer, Local 26 president.
_ Pfeiffer pointed out to Army
officials that a prisoner loyal to
Mussolini under the fascist system does not change his allegiance just because he is captured.
He warned that one act of sabotage could result in another Port
Chicago disaster.
Pfeifferfs telegram reco mmended that prisoners be used on
farms, building roads or similar
jobs where the possibilities of
their sabotaging the war effort
Is not as great.
Assurance of enough available
anti-fascist manpower was seen
in the fact that a number of
members of the Wilmington unit
are out of work, although they
are capable of efficiently performing the work for which
Italian war prisoners are paid
80 cents a day under the terms
of the Geneva Convention.

Republic Box Workers
Win Six Cent Pay Jump

CHICAGO — The War Labor
Boai'd issued a directive- August
17 granting a 6 cent general
wage increase, retroactice to September 24, 1943, to the workers
at Republic Box Company.
A plant meeting was held outside the plant on August 18,
where President Bernard Lucas
Arbitrator Requested
of Local 208, together with International Representatives Floin Phoenix Dye Case
CHICAGO—Request has been rence L. Atkinson and T. Runthe order. More
made by Local 208 to the con- yon discussed
workers were signed up at the
ciliation service of the Depart- meeting.
ment of Labor for appointment
of an arbitrator in the Phoenix
Dye Works case, to hear two
grievances which the company
and the union were unable to
settle.

in tN1‘v Orleans and a member
of the International Executive
Board, is now with Uncle Sam's
fighting forces. He is taking
basic training at Fort Lewis,
Wash.

They charged that Board Chairman Sewell Avery has intensified
his unpatriotic battle against
unionization of exploited employees and against the war effort in the past year.
The resolution was introduced
by Anna Hall, executive secretary of Local 219.

Lawton-Pyper Join
In Double-Tie Union
SAN FRANCISCO—Double
bonds tie Cecelia Pyper and
Rathbun Lawton, both employees of McKesson and Robbins who were married in
Reno on August 1.
The new Mrs. Lawton was
presented for membership in
Local 6 on the day following
her marriage. Her husband
has been a Local 6 member
since 1936.
The couple met when Cecelia came to work for McKesson, six months ago. Rathbun
had been working at the plant
for over sixteen years.
They were married on a
two week vacation and were
back on the job last Monday.

Wilmington Army engineers
objected so stron12, to the use'
of Italian prisoners in building
roads that they were withdrawn.
from this type of work.
War prisoners have earned a
reputation for recalcitrance by
pulling sit-down and slow-down
strikes on jobs throughout the ,
country and by their insolence,
anti-Semitism, and Fascistic attitudes.

Pick Workers
Get Pay Hike,
Vacations
CHICAGO—The War Labor
Board issued a directive August
18 ordering a general wage increase of 12-% cents retroactive AMA
to November 22, 1943, for Local
208's workers at Albert Pick,

Inc.
In addition to the general
wage increase the Board ordered
maintenance of membership; vacations of one week for all employees with one to five years
of service and two weeks for
all employees with five or more
years service. Rate ranges for
the different classifications were
established with the same retroactive date as the general increase.
The Board, with Labor members dissenting, denied the
union's request for severance
pay. They declined to act on the
bargaining unit issue, recommending the case to the National
Labor Relations Board.
The union has requested the
NLRB to determine whether employees the company claim,
should be excluded from the bargaining unit, rightfully belongs
in the unit.

Wage Increase
At McKesson
CHICAGO — A War Labor
Board directive August 8 approved the wage and retroactive
agreement between Local 208
and the McKesson and Robbins
Fuller-Morrison Division.
Wage increases ranging from
$1.60 to $2.50 for a 40-hour
week date back to April 1, 1944.
The Board's decision also approved vacation payment of
forty-four hours at straight time
for employes who work a fortyfour hour week.

Matsumonxi Fatally
Burned On the Job
DENVER—Henry Matsum-onzi, a leader of Local 217 who*
helped organize Toner's, Inc.,
last year was fatally burned by
steam two weeks ago when a
railway locomotive struck a
truck near a produce loading
shed where he was working.

Nu Deal Box Co.
Arbitrator C:icsen
CHICAGO—Dr. J. R. Steelman, director of the.U. S. Conciliation Service, has appointed
Blake C. Smith to act as arbitrator in the Nu Deal Box Co.
case. The arbitration is set for
September 12.

•

—Federated Pictures.

Yanks in Alaska have
notified film actress
Betty Alexander that she's "the
girl we'd most like to woo in an
igloo."

W

ork

Newest addition to the rowing ranks of Local 217 at Denver, this
group of workers at Flaks, Inc., was snapped at a recent meeting in
the CIO Hall. Left to right, front row, Murray Rankin, Louis Levin, Bill Mackley and his wife; second
row: George Mollendar, Bob Harp, Angelina De Herrera, Dorothy Eichorn and Joe Haberkorn;
back row: ILWU Representative Charles Binna, Ruben Martinez and Elsie Martinez.

New Members

Flak Inc. Signed Up in Whirlwind Organizing Campaign

DENVER—In a whirlwind organizing campaign warehouseTIP TO GOP: 'SIX TO SIX'
men and women employed at
As a concession to labor po- Flaks, Inc., have signed up, paid
litical sentiment, congressional
candidates in Philadelphia in their initiation fees and received
1828 called themselves "The membership books in Local 217.
The firm is the largest local
Working Man's Ticket" and
hung up banners with the slo- distributor of tobacco, candy and
gan "Six to Six," meaning they novelties. Wages at present are
were for a 6 a.m. to 6 p.m. from 40c to 68e an hour, prime
motive for organization at the
working day, and no more.

plant. No paid vacations or holidays are granted, and the workers complain that "there are too
many bosses telling us what to
do and how to work."
When C. S. Flake, president
of the firm, was informed by
the union that it desired to negotiate a contract, he agreed to
meet with the bargaining committee upon the return of the
general manager to Denver the

week of September 4.
Bob Harp, Dorothy Eichorn
and Louis Levin were named to
negotiate. Levin was also elected Steward.
•
FIRM SUPPORTS FDR
Headed by a man who was
himself formerly a member of
the Railway Brotherhoods, the
firm is reported to be a strong,
supporter of President Roosevelt's win-the-war policies.
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Oakland Unit to Fight for 15 Cent Wage Raise
Through WLB Channels and Political Actioneering
OAKLAND — Oakland mem- tained today through political
bers voted last Thursday (Aug- action.
"Every member of the union
Ust 10) to approve the recommendation that negotiations should get behind the plan Outwith the Distributors Associa- lined here, and make it work,"
election be broken off and that the he stated. "If we lose the
Union apply to the War Labor tions, we lose what we are
Board via the dispute route for fighting for."
a, 15 cent hourly wage increase. UNIONS HERE TO STAY
He reiterated that there has
Following submission of the
recommendation by President been in recent months a change
Richard Lynden, the audience in the relation between employhurled questions at the panel ers and. unions, quoting Eric
on the platform. The panel in- Johnston's willingness to recogcluded International Vice-Presi- nize and deal with unions as a
rt of the Ameri.
dent J. R. Robertson, Vice- permanent pa
Presidents Paul Heide and Joe can life.
"There are some employers,•
Lynch, San Francisco Business
Agent Joe Dillon, Oakland Busi- however," he said, "who want
administration
ness Agents Chile Duarte and a Republican
Bertram and the continuance of the class
and
Gonick,
Lou
struggle which we want to put
Edises, CIO attorney.
look forThe proposal that the ener- away for keeps. They
administration
gies of all members fighting for ward to a n
bring a scarthe increase, be put into the which will again
which
under
economy
city
Presiof
election
for
campaign
among
fighting
be
will
workers
progresa
dent Roosevelt and
lowest wagsive Congress in November, had themselves for the
been previously approved by es possible.
He predicted that the Roosethe San Francisco and Petaluma
administratilon, which has
velt
units.
already gained for labor such
NO DEMANDS DUMPED
laws as the National Labor ReClarifying a question asked lations Act, would promote an
by Bill Sherman about other economy under which everyone
union demands such as vaca- would be working and eating.
tions, sick leave and holidays, WON'T LOSE WAR
Ernie Smith asked: "What
Lynden explained that these
not being will happen if the Republicans
were
clauses
"dumped" but would be part win?"
Both Lynden and Robertson
of the union's requests to the
replied that regardless of who
War Labor Board.
Frank Chambers asked for wins, if the people are mobifurther information on the lized behind the principles for
meaning of the preamble. He which the union stands, it will
pointed out that all previous not have lost.
"We may lose the battle, but
contracts had provided for a nostrike clause for the duration of we won't lose the war," said
the contract and for machinery Lynden.
Robertson explained that the
to settle disputes.
"Does the preamble mean," union is not supporting Roosehe asked, "that we withdraw velt as a Democrat.
"We will support anyone, Rethese clauses from the contract
and sign them as part of a per- publican or Democrat, who will
help us in our fight for a betmanent clause?"
ter world," he said.
TODAY POLITICAL ACTION
TlIGflT TO STRIKE
Paul Heide explained that
"I want a frank answer to
this was essentially correct. The
preamble provides that at the my question," said C. A. Brown.
expiration of any given con- "I want a 'yes' or `no' answer.
tract, the union will not strike In the event the employers
but will submit differences to won't go along, do we have the
right to strike?"
arbitration.
A chorus of "yeses" from
Hailing the recommendation
as the only sensible path which Heide, Lynden, Lynch, and
the union could take, Jim Nel- Robertson answered his quesson pointed out that what a tion for him.
In response to a request for
few years ago was gained
through striking, must be ob- further comments on the 15

cent increase proposal, an unidentified member called from
the audience, "When do we get
it?"
Heide answered: "When we
can do away with the 'Little
Steel' formula. When we can
get a progressive Congress
which will permit wages to go
up to the level which prices
have now reached and which
will keep prices stabilized at
that level. If the present Congress won't do it, we will have
to elect a Congress which will."
William Reynolds stated and
answered his own question.
"How are we going to win the
elections," he asked rhetorically. "One important phase of
the job is precinct work
throughout the county. These
precinct organizations are now
skeleton bodies which need to
be filled out with workers."

He urged 'members to find
out where their precinct centers are located and to take part
in the campaign.
Joe Lynch pointed out one of
the reasons why the employers
had been successful in forcing
the union to break off negotiations. He explained that they
knew that there were 35,000
people in the Bay Area doing
warehouse work.
"What are we going to do
about it," he asked. The audience 'c horused: "Organize
them."
Bob Robertson declared that
the President of the United
States was at that very moment
in Honolulu taking the issues to
the people. ."We ought to take
a lesson from the President,"
Robertson said. "We have to
take our program to the people
too."

Members Urged to Join
Neighborhood Voter Club
velt, give him a good Congress
to cooperate with him, and defeat the splitting provocative unAmerican plot called proposition
number 12.
"We call upon all CIO members; get in touch with your
neighborhood political action representative and give whatever
help you can. The kind of world
you want to live In, a secure,
peaceful, plentiful world, is the
stake.
"Everyone can help. Women
and men, wherever you live,
SAN' FRANCISCO—Madame
whether you work days, nights or
Magidoff, wife of NBS's
stuffswing. Ringing doorbells,
correspondent in Moscow, will
ing envelopes, telephoning, talk- address the next membership
ing to neighbors, handing out meeting of Local 6, Wednesleaflets, there's work for every- day, September 6, as a speaker
one. However much time, or for
Russia's War Relief.
however little time you have,
Madame 3plagidoff will also
your help will be valuable in tell of some of her experiences
your own neighborhood, at your in Moscow, where she was livown convenience.
ing at the outbreak of the Ger"Contact your neighborhood man invasion of Russia and
political action representative, where she served as an air raid
your union or the Political Ac- warden, building sand hag protion Committee, EXbrook 2571." tections
and
buildings
for
guarding roof tops from incendiary bombs.
She was evacuated from Russia under the rule ordering
evacuation of wives of American correspondents abroad, in
The following are addresses of the San Francisco neighborspite of her desire to remain
hood political action clubs and the CIO people to call about
and participate in the defense
Joining in the coming registration campaign and pre-election
of her native land. In the
work:
United States she has toured
OCEAN VIEW-INGLESIDE—Al Rowe, Utility Workers, 271
hundreds of cities as a Russian
Arch, RA 9325.
War Relief speaker, which she
SUNSET—Doris Marasse, 1406 17th Ave., DO 4821 or LO
is her war work.
says
6-4381.
Russian War Relief is supNORTH BEACH—Catherine Corbett, IJOP'WA, 1127 Kearney,
ported by the War Chest, to
GA 5553.
which the CIO is the largest
POLK-VAN NESS—Lucy Lowenstein, UFWA, 1455 Clay street,
contributor both nationsingle
0820.
OR
12,
Apt.
ally and locally. The ILWIT is
MARINA—Valois Van Gilder, UOPWA, 835 North Point,
the largest contributor to the
GR 2243.
War Chest through the NorthFILLMORE—Florence Allen, Warehouseman, 1629 Geary,
ern California War Relief ComFl 8869.
mittee.
RICHMOND—Hilda Eshelman, 607 - 2nd Avenue, EV 6514.
HAIGHT-ASHBURY----Estelle Brisker, UOPWA, 860 Waller,
Martin Dies isn't the first of
HE 5825.
his kind. When America's first
MISSION DISTRICT—Grace Mathias, ILWU Auxiliary, 2400s
labor party was organized—the
Harrison, VA 7945.
Working Men's Party in PennPOTRERO-BAYVIEW--Esther Rosenberg, Warehouseman, 887
sylvania — a "notal)'e magisVermont, MI 2175.
trate assured the mec anics and
HOLLY PARK—Dominic Gallo, Warehouseman, 131 Crescent
working men they had no right
Ave., VA 9392.
under heaven or the laws to call
EXCELSIOR—Jack Cousens, Warehouseman, 131 Crescent
such a meeting."
VA 9392.
BALBOA PARK—Charles Haskell, Utility * Workers, 8 Flood
St., RA 1248.

SAN FRANCISCO — A joint
statement by Richard Lynden
and Dave Hedley appealirfg to all
CIO'ers to start pitching for the
coming elections was issued here
last week.
The statement describes the
machinery through which the job
must be accomplished. It states:
"We are now all set for the
days which remain before the
November elections. From Hunters Point to the Golden Gate,
from Telegraph Hill to Daly City.
we have a network of neighborhood CIO political action leaders,
fully prepared to gear the efforts
of every volunteer campaigner
into the over-all offensive of the
combined pro-Roosevelt forces.
"Now is the time for all good
CIO members, and their friends,
wives, families and neighbors to
come to the aid of the President.
Experience tells us that it will
be the efforts of these hundreds
and hundreds of volunteers
which will register every eligible
voter, re-elect President Roose-

Directory of Neighborhood Voters
Clubs Lists Groups in 16 S.F. Areas

Santa Clara Labor Supports Johnson
6 members at the C-H sugar plant
Local
was employed as a
Over The Top .m Crockett under the leadership of SAN JOSE—Working to snow ere union,political
worker with

steward A. De Paoli, collected $21,168 in the Fifth War Loan drive,
I 1 I% of the quota set by the house for the warehouse group.
Leff to right are I. A. Jefsen, company representative and chairman of the warehouse drive, Demetrio Domzello, who himself purchased $3,000 worth of bonds and A. De Paoli. Mike Peters
helped the group exceed its quota with a purchase of $1500 in
, bonds. The warehouse group was the only group at C-H which
went over the fop on its quota.

Madame Magidoff
To Address Local

under Proposition 12 and to elect
Arthur L. Johnson to Congress
from the eighth district, the
United Labor League of Santa
Clara County, representing AFL,
CIO and Independent and railroad brotherhood unions, swung
into political action last week.
Sibyl Schneller, of the teach-

full-time
the title of field secretary, anl
volunteer workers were being
lined up to conduct a campaign
of political education among labor and non-labor groups.
Office headquarters of the
League are at 338 West Santa
Clara street in San Jose.

Committee to cluery
Meeting Absentees
stN FRA N CISCO — Mem-

- who miss three consecuber",
tive membership meetings
without excuse will haVe to
appear before the grievance
committee, Business Agent
Joe Dillon stated.
Dillon urged stews'41 to
check on this important ruling and see that it is enforced.
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War Not Over,Says Ensign Nunan, From South Pacific,
Urges Former Seamen to Return to Merchant Marine
SAN FRANCISCO—After five
months In the South Pacific, Ensign Al Nunan arrived back home
In San Francisco last week with
a broken arm and wrist.
,Nunan, who had been to the
Solomons, the Gilbert Islands
and New Guinea on his last run,
broke his arm while repairing an
engine on his ship when it
docked in Long Beach to load up
for the next trip out.
His injuries kept him from
sailing again. He expects to remain in San Francisco for five or
six weeks until his arm heals,

studying for an upgrading examination which will gain him the
rating of first lieutenant and a
job as first engineer.
Commenting on the home
front, Nunan deplored the civilian belief that the war is practically over. "Civilians are buying fur coats instead of donating
blood and buying war bonds,"
he said.
"The war is not over yet by a
long shot," Nunan emphasized.
"Ask the kids who are living in
mud in the South Pacific."
Nunan predicted that 4here

would be no mass surrenders of
the Japanese such as there have
been of Germans.
"This is not because the Japanese are so brave," he explained. "But they know what
they've done to our boys who
have been captured and they're
afraid we'll do the same to
them."
Nunan also made a plea for
men, who like himself and previous sea experience when they
joined Local 6, to return to the
merchant marine. "I wonder,"
he queried, "whether they know

how much they're needed back
at sea."
Nunan himself had been in the
merchant marine for seven and
a half years before he joined the
union. He quit the sea in 1936 to
get married and when war broke
out, went back to sea again.
He returned to the West Coast
on this trip, July 25. After the
accident, he was sent to the
Army hospital at Torrance where
he remained for two weeks. He
will sail out of San Francisco as
soon as his arm and wrist have
healed.

Preamble Means Full Production, Jobs
To Sergeant Kramer Fighting in France

—Federated Pictures,

Sun Goddess
Hollywood has chosen screen actress Eve Whitney, as its 1944
Sun Goddess. Servicemen call
her the GI Goddess.

Local6 Pools $21
For injured Child
SAN FRANCISCO — Local
members at Western Sugar collected $21.16 last week to help
defray doctor bills for Elsie
Rogers, whose two-year-old
grandson was taken to the San
Francisco hospital after a one
story fall from a window in his
home.
The baby, whose father is in
the armed -services and whose
mother was in the hospital giving birth to a second child, had
been in the care of a ten-year-old
child at his grandmother's home.
When news of the accident
reached management, Mr.
Holmes, shift superintendent,
sent stewardess Mary Helms and
Mrs. Rogers in a company car
to Mrs. Rogers' home, and the
baby was immediately rushed to
the hospital.

Received the preamble and
newsletter and following are my
comments as asked for. The
cities and towns are off limits
and all we can get to drink is
strong but bitter cider. The Nazis
took all the wine and cognac.
I liked the preamble. I liked
it beacuse it meant the following
to me:
I. Full production during and
after the war. The same planning
that enabled American labor and
industry to surpass all records
during the war to be continued
and used for peace, and to raise
our living standards.
JOBS FOR ALL
2. Because of this, there will
be a job for all of us in the service and for those now working
who wish to continue.
3. No strikes, no attempts at
union busting by the employers
now or after the wnr. This means
that the correct way for labor is

Tepper Keeps
il-lep' to Activities
I am now in Texas at Officers'
Candidate School for the Army
Air Forces. I've been here over
four weeks and have gotten into the swine' of things fairly
well. The going is rough, but it
Is worth it. A little over eleven
weeks to go and we get our
"gold bar".
The course is very intensive
and does not permit much leisure time. Nevertheless, I look
forward to receiving the Dispatcher so that I may keep in
touch with the goings on in the
union and all over the country.
Yours for victory,
o/c Rubin Tepper 39036154
Section V, Sqdn. B.
Class 44-K
AAF OCS, SAACC
San Antonio, Texas

Matulich, 3 Years in
Navy. Goes to Oak-Knoll
OAKLAND—Tony Matulich,
Local 6 member in the Navy
since March, 1941, is now in
Oak-Knoll hospital, here.
Tony's sister, Winnie Matulich, carries on for him. She is
a Local 6 member, now employed at Baker Hamilton.

the political way. To elect those lay-offs, strikes, union smashing,
to office who will represent us lower wages, depression and naand our needs and to use our in- tional disunity with all sections
fluence in the community
fighting each other.
4. The continuation of the
choose the ILWU way, the
United Nations after victory for modern way.
peace and trade will insure for
For victory,
us, our allies and the conquered
T/5 Harold Kramer
peoples, for the first time, peace
39135954
for many generations and a risHQ-19th Rep!. Depot
ing standard of living.
APO 176
5. The only other way is the
Postmaster, New York,
old way of lowering production,
N.Y.

Army Forum in North Africa
HearsSoldierCiteDispatchei
on

SAN FRANCISCO — If y o u
don't think servicemen hear
about and appreciate the ILWU
and other unions' war records
take a tip from Pvt. Walter
Lambert, non-ILWU member in
North Africa.
Pvt. Lambert received a copy
of The Dispatcher sent him by
Vice President Joe Lynch. He
wrote:
"I wish to extend my appreciation for the receipt of the
June 16th issue of your paper.
JUST IN TIME
"This issue arrived at a very
opportune time, just a few
hours prior to a scheduled or-

Silver Bars Go to Jones
In German Prison
SAN FRANCISCO — "My
hair is still the same color,
but ray bars have turned to
silver,"
This was the message
picked up by short wave
from a German prisoners'
broadcast which told Lieutenant Jay Jones' mother
that her son was an enemy
captive and that he had been
promoted from second to
first lieutenant while in the
German prison.
Lieutenant Jones, a bombadier in the Army Air
Force, was shot down over
Austria. The Local 6 member was employed at McKesson and Robbins warehouse
before joining the army.

ientation discussion
`Labor
Unions and Strikes', The discussion in our company was part
of a theater-wide program for all
units.
"With your paper on hand, I
was able to present first-hand
information about the attitude
of responsible unionists in regard to the war and, especially
of interest, the reaction of labor
on D-day.
"Personally, I am deeply
gratified at the loyal and warmly human attitude reflected in
your columns towards the men
in the armed forces.
"I am not a member of the
ILWU, but I count among my
friends a great many of its
members.
"Here's to an early victory
over Nazism and Japanese militarism."

Emil Schmitt Wounded
At Saipan by Enemy Fire
Well, we have taken Saipan,
and it was a tough fight. We
took the island in twenty-six
days. We (censored) and captured many Japs. I sure had
some close calls but madeit
0. K. "My canteen was ripped
from my side by a burst of
enemy machine gun fire, but I
received only a slight wound.
We still are having trouble
with snipers, but I will write
soon.
Emil Schmitt
Co. F 165th Inf. APO 27
San Francisco, Calif.

Old-Style Dixie Senator Reynolds
Branded Bigot by VFW Board

Al ()tenton, new full-time organizer
New Orgar;2er for
Local 6 was added to the staff
August 14. Quittenton was formerIy employed at National Ice
and Cold Storage company. He hcs been in the union since 1941;
was a member of Ws ho.Jse griev,—,..e and labor-management committees. He has wcr.';ed dosely wiih the ILWU since ifs inception.

SAN FRANCISCO — (FP) —
Senator Robert Reynolds (D., N.
C.), old-style Dixie demagogue
now serving his last term in congress, was condemned as "a promoter of racial and religious bigotry" by a special board of inquiry of the California Encampment of the Veterans of Foreign
Wars.
The VFW also called Reynold s' American Nationalists
Committee "an agency for fostering isolationism and international suspicion." Reynolds did
not appear in person before the
board but sent a letter in which
he defended his opposition to

lend-lease, repeal of the neutrality act and sending soldiers
abroad.
He called lightening of immigration restrictions "ridiculous"
and said it would "permit the influx of aliens who will take jobs
rightly belonging to American
citizens." The state unit of VFW
wants its national organization
to take up the investigation of
Reynolds.
Shoemakers, printers, carpenters, tailors and sailors organized the only American unions
in existence up to the time of
the War of 1812.

—Federated Picture*.

Brightener

Adele jer.
gens will be
soon decorating some of Holly.
wood's lavish movies—and ser.
vicemen's drab barracks.

Bomber Pilot Houghton
Missing Over Austria
SAN FRANCISCO — First
Lieutenant Kenenth Haughton,
a bomber pilot in the Army Air
Force has been reported missing over Austria:
Haughton has been a member of Local 6 since 1937 and
was employed at McKessons and
Robbins warehouse for six
years prior to entering the service.

Sally Briseno Is S:eward
SAN FRANCISCO— Sally Briseno was elected stewardess at
Hills Brothers last week replacing Libbia Scruini who left the
stewardess job when she got

Local 6 Makes Lobar
Day Date at Blood Bank
SAN FRANCISCO — It will
be labor's day at the blood
bank on Labor Day, according
to Colonel Quigley of the Red
Cross Service, and Local 6 has
pledged itself to cooperate in
full measure.
All members who are not
working or who can take time
off to go down to the Center
were urged by Joe Muzio to
put the Red Cross Service on
their calendar for a visit oe.
Labor Day.
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What're They Going to Do About It?
They're Going To Elect Roosevelt

gned up for work on neighborhood and house political action
Only the Beginning clubs
Si
to insure victory in the November elections are these members from five San Francisco warehouses: (top) left to right, from Dunham, Carrigan and Hayden,
Dick Marks, Dorothy Odesha, Amiel Adler, Fred Rothang and Mary LoCoco. (Oval inset) back row,
from Hills Brothers, Eddie Smith, Steve Mosunic, John Ternullo; front row, J. Reilly, 0. W. Williams,
John Ferry and Vernon Baxman,(next) from Coffin-Reddington, Leonard Weingarden, John Maguire,
Edna Murphy, J. Sanchez, Gertrude Larsen and Sylvia Maker, (bottom) from Western Sugar, back
row, Manuel Valley, John Arthurs, T. L. Parry, John Chursin and Michael Smagin; middle row, Lloyd
Wolfe, Patsy Sazio, Joseph Fernandez, and Michael Rodriguez with Mack Posey and Clarence Fletcher kneeling, and (upper right) at Grosieans„ Byron Long, Jose Moran and Bob Carlsen.

SAN FRANCISCO—What are
they going to do about it?
In house after house during
the last two weeks, the answer
of the membership to the challenge flung by the employers in
negotiations has become evident.
Members are forming political
a c tion committees in their
houses, they are signing up in
their neighborhood voters' clubs,
they are pledging themselves to
the task outlined by President
Richard Lynden in the last
membership meeting—the reelection of President Roosevelt
and of a Congress to back him
up.
TO INFLUENCE NEIGHBORS
At Hills Brothers, steward
Vernon Baxman signed up Eddie
Smith, Steve Musonic, John Ternullo, J. Reilly, 0. W. Williams
and John Ferry to devote as
much time as possible to influencing friends and neighbors.
Said Eddie Smith, "I'm going
to put everything- I've got into
seeing that Roosevelt is reelected and see that. my friends
do the same."
"Why," he mused, "if Roosevelt were not reelected, we'd lose
the war in the only way it
counts. We'd probably not only
not receive our 15-cent increase,
but we'd be out of a job and a
place to live, too.
Steve Mosunic said: "You can
put me down as being plenty
interested in the outcome of the
election. Yes, and enough to get
out and work on them, too."
John Ternullo said that he'd
be willing to devote two hours
a night to the job ahead, if
necessary.
RING DOOR BELLS
Jim Reilly, steward in the
green coffee department, pledged
himself to devote any time lie
could to ringing doorbells, distributing literature, talking to
his friends and people and getting them to register.
"If we lose Roosevelt," he
predicted, "the labor movement
will be retarded about 15 years."
. "There's a lot of work to be
done," said Osmyn Williams.
''Just electing Roosevelt will not
be sufficient. We've got to elect
a Congress to go along with him.
After all, What good will our 15cent increase do us if prices go
up twice as much."
John Ferry said Lynden's proposal was "the smartest way to
proceed. If we can educate everyone to vote and vote, right, well
win what we're fighting for."
WORKINGMAN'S VOTE
"The Gallup polls have Roosevelt defeated already," Ferry
commented. "But they haven't
seen what the workingman can
do."
At Coffin Reddington, Sylvia
M ak e r, Leonard Weingarden,
John Maguire, Edna Murphy and
Gertrude Larsen reacted to the
report on negotiations with immediate formation of a house
political action committee.
"Wages in relation to the cost
of living can only be obtained
through political channels," said
Leonard Weingarden. "Our job
is to elect representatives to office who will give heed to our
just demands. The first requisite
to accomplishing this end is to
register and vote intelligently
and to urge all others to do likewise. I intend to get out and do
precinct work to help get this
job done,"
"The working class should get

behind Roosevelt for the benefit
of all," said John Maguire. "I
will see that everyone I meet
does his job."
WE'VE GOT TO HELP
"This is one fight every one
of us must get into," commented
J. Sanchez. "We've got to help
one another and work together
to elect Roosevelt and the right
kind of congressmen."
Edna Murphy promised also
to make the coming fight her
fight. -None of us can afford
to be lax about it," she stated.
Sylvia Maker pointed out:
"Now we can see more clearly
that we've abandoned the old
strike method of getting our economic demands and that we must
depend more and more on our
political weapons, insofar as employers have proven that the fate
of the working class movement
as a whole depends on the November elections.
"If every worker understands
this, we'll win the elections and
our 15-cent increase."
At Grosjeans Rice Milling
Company, J. Moran, steward; B.
Carlsen and Byron Long gave
their reasons for working on the
elections.
POLITICAL WEAPONS
"The only way we can fight
now is with the political weapon," explained J. Moran.
"Every workingman should do
his best to elect Roosevelt. If
Dewey is elected, • we'll all be
out on the streets."
Said R. Carlsen: "If you don't
work for it, you never get anything. We've got to vote right
ourselves and also organize more
people to do the right thing for
themselves."
And. Byron Long: "Electing
Roosevelt means our future—
the guarantee of our wages and
conditions. In fact, the future
of the whole nation depends on
how the elections turn out. And
the only way we are going to get
our 15 cents is to reelect Roosevelt."
At Dunham. Carrigan and
Hayden, steward Dick Marks
rounded up a group of four to
serve as the nucleus of a house
group to work for their 15 cents
—Dorothy Odesha, Amiel Adler,
Fred Rothang and Mary LoCoco.
REELECT ROOSEVELT
Rothang and Adler expressed
the views of the group. "The
employers are stalling for time.
There was no sense in continuing
negotiations. Our main issues
now will he solved on the political front. We should all get
out and do our part in the coming elections.Adler, who went through two
strikes with Local 6, said that
he. for one, would do just as
much to see the new fight
through.
At Western Sugar, it was only
the beginnitig, with the signing.
up of 10 men by steward Mack
Posey for work on the elections.
Posey said that he expected at
least 50 workers from Western
Sugar to sign up within the next
week or so.
Those with their wor': already
slated for them are: Manuel Valley, John Arthurs, T. L. Parry,
John Chursin, Michael Smagin,
Lloyd Wolfe, Patsy Sazio, Joseph
Fernandez, Michael Rodriguez
and Clarence Fletcher,
Said Posey: "When Roosevelt
Is reelected in November, the
country will know that vie have
spoken."
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Mon of the Fortnight

GERT LARSON don't look a M.aillY is stayin' home for a bit,
day older, even if she did just getting used to havin' a MAN
have a birthday. . • . And ROSIE around again. . .. Nothin' slack
SULLIVAN is gonna celebrate 'bout the H. S. CROCKER GANG,
Ners the 24th. . 'Tis said that after the Last meeting they had
ALPHONSO GONZALES'Is really a house meeting and signed up a
bowlin" the gals over with his third of the house for political
"Souze" American way — He's work,. .. HAVE YOU SIGNED
been going to sea and has earned UP YET? . . A bouquet for
himself some shore time so he's SYLVIA MAKER 'cause hear she
back in a warehouse in between instigated the new library that's
trips. .
See AL NUNAN (par- been set up at C&R. . MABEL
don me—Ensign A. N,) is look- KEESLING, NINA BISSEL, TILin' better'n ever, in spite of the LIE OLSEN and SYLVIA were in
broken arm he's packin' around one of the many CIO parties that
—we're glad he's able to do his went to the opening of "Porgy
"mending'' home. . . Bet this and Bess"—that rate's profits
is the first time you've heard of going to the Booker T. Washinga Wolf chasing canaries (it's ton Nursery School. ..
usually some young chick) but
Nothin' slow 'bout DICK LYNthat's what JOE LYNCH is (loin' DEN—read in the P.W. that he
these days..
escorted Helen Gahagan Douglas
One thing 'bout VIRGINIA to a CIO dance in L.A.—'case
WOODS (of our Research Dept.) you don't know, she's a candiwhen she takes a survey—she date for Congress and the wife
surveys—Even had 'eni light the of Melvin Douglas.. .
sulfer pots and stood sniffing for
15 minutes so's she'd really
know what it's like. .. . Didja
get a load of the flashy new bus
JOE DILLON is sportin'?
WASHINGTON (FP) — Gov.
Wondered why ya always hadda
"show" LEO WALKER—now I Thomas E. Dewey delivered a
know—he and PHILA are going direct snub to the AFL when he
home for a spell, and home is
refused to extend Labor Day
Missouri. . . Even if it was a
bum day the Upjohn gang had a greetings to the workers of
America through the AFL Week
swell time An their picnic. . .
BEN WHITELEY headed the ly Clipsheet.
"fire" dept
14A31 DI MAGUnlike the CIO, the AFL has
GIO busted the baseball tryhe
to live up to his name.... Every- taken no official position for
body ate too much and moaned President Franklin 1). Roosevelt,
around for the next couple of and it offered the Republican
days over the sore muscles from presidential nominee a chance to
unaccustomed ban piastre. . .
get an even break with FDR in
ERNEST POLANCO is "home
from the seas" so naturally running his Labor Day message
alongside that of the nation's
commander-in-chief.
Instead of jumping at this opportunity to serve the cause of
the GOP -in AFL papers across
REDWOOD CITY — A con- the nation, Dewey had his executract with the Jones Stevedoring tive assistant, James C. Haggercompany providing a minimum ty, write the Federation here
rate of $1.025 an hour, vaca- saying:
tions and sick leave was signed NO 'rpm FOR LABOR
here last week.'
"Due to the pressure under
The contract includes provisions approved by the War La- which Gov. Dewey is working at
bor Board in the San Francisco the present time, it is just imposWestern Freight Handlers case sible for him to meet the relast week and will go to the quests that he receives for specially written messages and I am
Board this week.
Other clauses establish the sorry to say it will not be posrate of $1.125 an hour for gang sible for him to write one at this
foremen, fork truck and jitney time."
To which AFL Publicity Dioperators, 15 days sick leave a
year, and six and twelve day rector Philip Pearl wrote in his
vacations after one and two column August 15 "All we can
say in reply—and we say it in
years service respectively.
The contract also provides for the same spirit in which Mr.
time and one half after 8:00 Ila.ggerty's letter was written—
ram. and 5:00 p.m. and after 40 is 'thank you, Governor'."
- Pearl also commented: "We
hours in a week.
The warehouse, now under wonder, furthemore, whether
contract to the Jones Stevedor- Mr. Haggerty considers us naive
ing company, was taken over by enough to believe that Governor
the Navy early last year from Dewey prepares his own mesthe Port Authority of Redwood sages. And we continue to wonCity. Approximately 75 work- der what Is keeping the Goverers will be affected by the new nor's talented staff so busy these
rate when the Board approves days."
the contract.
Because of Dewey's fairly satisfactory labor record as governor of New York, some officials
of the AFL are believed seeking
to find out 'whether there is a
distinct difference between GovSAN FRANCISCO —Three ernor Dewey and Candidate
prizes were won by Local 6 Dewey.
members in the bond drive contest sponsored by Coffin Red- Quittenton Organizes
ington Co. among its employees
Market
for the Fifth War Loan.
SAN FRANCISCO—A lightGroup captains Bertha Hilmoe and Madelyn Munson both ening job of organizing was
won second prizes of $10 in war done this week by Al Quittenstamps for their part in the
ton, new full time organizer for
Miss Munson spurred
drive,
close to 96% of the workers in the union. With the help of 20
her department into purchasing union members, already workbonds. Miss Hilmoe exceeded ing here, it is expected that a
her group quota by over 63%. majority of unorganized workEileen Shea won $5 In war ers will be signed up at the
stamps 28 third prize for ex- Quartermaster Market Center
ceeding her group quota by over by the time the paper goes to
15%.
press.

Dewey Snubs AFL
Greeting Request

Jones Pact Ups
Vacation Pay

3 Bond Salesmen
Awarded Stamps

Quartermaster

TED WI LI JAMS

FRANK RAINEY
Our choice for the Local 6
member who should receive special citation for meritorious activities "over and beyond the
call of duty" as a good union
man, is divided this fortnight between Frank Rainey of Coffin
Reddhigton and Ted Williams of
Cooperative Drug.
The men have each contributed 14 pints of blood to the
Red Croee Service and are still
going.

They not only have given their
blood, but both have been
active in getting other union
members to do likewise. The
record eontribution of Coffin
Redding1on in the contribution
of blood plasma is largely due
to the stimulation of interest in
the campaign by Rainey. Williams has spurred many Local 6
members on to help achieve the
union's record contribution of
18,000 pints.

Foin the
G.I.Joes
(Continued from Page 5)
portant work of keeping cargo
moving, keeping a steady
stream of the materials of war
flowing to the armed forces of
the nation, and to our allies.
It makes us justifiably proud
to know that our people have
done a real job, will continue
to do so until Fascism is wiped
out. And it is with just as
much pride I note our Union
IA planning to continue its
maximum efforts to assure industrial peace in the post-war
period, again pioneering, but
we have that kind of a Union,
a good sound fighting organization, and it's that way because It belongs to its members. Our guys in Service have
a great organization with a
splendid record of contributions toward winning the war,
to came back to. We'll be tack
to help carry on when the big
show's over."
PRIVATE GEORGE HARDY*,
Fort Denning, Georgia . . .
This is a poll tax state. Wounded Negro soldiers are thrown
off buses and all Negroes are
treated like Dogs, mind you,
while wearing the uniform of
Uncle Sam.
will probably be thrown
out of here soon. I am trying
to get these young kids interested in this issue. The boys
from up North are O.K., but
the white trash down here are
the ones who are the cause of
most of the discrimination."
STAFF SERGEANT LOYD SEELIGER, somewhere in India
. "There are some vital issues facing the boys over here
and our• brothers and sisters
at home. The big discussions
over here in camp are: That
Dewey cleaned up New York
and would help clean up the
nation if elected President.
We point out that every labor
union has pledged full support
to Roosevelt.
"Of course, we in the union,
know the score. Too many of
us remember the Hoover
camps in California. I remember very clearly the one at Alameda and Firestone boulevard,
where children were living in
drygoods boxes and the market at 7th and Central would
haul loads of cabbage (not
good ones, either) to the lot
and throw it on the ground
for the people to eat. Yes,

en 1
01.0
1
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WLB Awards
Freight Men
Wage Hike
SAN FRANCISCO—War Labor Board decisions last week
established a $1,025 minimum
rate for warehouse workers at
Western Freight Handlers in
Lathrop, San Francisco and
Oakland.
The decision affecting the
Lathrop Holding and Reconsignment Depot which was issued by a unanimous Regional
Board on August 9 approved a
Joint petition submitted by the
union and company. It raised
wages from 9.92 an hour.
It also approved the rate of
$1.125 an hour for fork truck
and jitney operators and for
gang foremen and for the payment of time and a half for all
work 'performed after eight
hours in a day and forty hours
in a week.
UNION APPEALED CUTS
The Lathrop depot was organized In March of last year.
In August the parties signe
contract providing for $1.0nri
ur. Shortly thereafter, an
Army Board cut the rate back
to $.92. The company and the
union appealed the cut-back to
the War Labor Board but their
request for the $1.00 rate was
refused.
This year, however, after the
Board had included the Stockton area in the San Francisco
Bay Area market rate, the company and the union agreed upon
the terminal rate of $1.025 an
hour for the terminal workers
at Lathrop.
A form 10 was submitted on
July 15. Paul. Heide and Captain Gordon Jones, vice-president and general manager of
Western Freight Handlers argued the case before the Board
In Los Angeles.

and every day prosperity was
just around the corner.
"As I sit here it India writing this letter to you sticky
with sweat, I can see the headlines in the Los Angeles Examiner charging our President
with every casualty in this 300 WORKERS BENEFIT
war and giving someone else
Less than a month after subcredit for all the victories. mission of the petition, the
Yes, I can see the L. A. Daily Board granted the established
News—"the paper that work- terminal rate to the Lathrop
ers think is fair to them- even workers. Approximately 2 5 0
supporting Dewey or riding the civilian workers will receive the
fence. And Use column on the new rate.
lefthand side of the front page
Two days after its decision in
that says something like this, the Lathrop case, the Board
-Views of the News by Man- also approved a contract for
chester Boddy"—hmm t h e Western Freight Handlers in
man who said Russia wouldn't San Francisco and Oakland prolast 90 days in 1941. Do you viding for the same rates as
remember?
those approved in the Lathrop
"Anyone reading this letter case.
would think I was making
Affecting some 50 work,
political speeches for the the contract for San Francisco
President in the jungles of and Oakland depots is retroacIndia. But I do want to im- tive to July 2. It also provides
press the members of the 15 days sick leave, the payment
ILWU that soldiers over here of time and a half before 8:00
are very interested in the com- a.m., after 5:00 p.m., and after
ing presidential election,
40 hours in any week, and for
-Sure I know that mothers 6 days vacation after one year,
want their sons home. Wives 12 days after two years with a
want their husbands back. qualifying period of 1200 and
And believe me, we all want 2400 hours.
to come back. But we also
know we have to win the war
and we can't sacrifice an everlasting peace for a few
months' earlier return.
"We feel that the majority
SAN FRANCISCO—A reclasof the people back home feel sification of three jobs at Amerthe same way, so let's retain ican Chain and Cable company
President Roosevelt for an- this week gave wage increases
hther term."
to three men now classified as
splicers' helpers, retroactive to
Wave Shanahan Earns
December 1, 1943.
The reclassification resulted
Pharmacist's Mate Rate
from a War Labor Board ap'AN FRANCISCO — Apprenproval of a joint compwa and
tice Seaman Lorraine Shane.union petition. It increaved one
ban, who joined the Waves on
man's rate from $165 a month
June 24, finished her six week
graining course at Hunter Col- and two from $.925 an hour to
a monthly wage of $170 for
lege, New York, this week
hour
where she bucked for -pharma- the three based on an eight
day and 40 hour week.
cist mate rating.
The men were taken out of
Prior to- going into service,
general warehouse work to do
Miss Shanahan was employed
splicing in
December 1943
at Baker Hamilton. She had
when the company's quota of
,been a member of Local 6 for
splicing work was increased.
approximately a year.

WLB Upgrades 3
To Splicers' Rate

Weingarden Elected
Redington Head Steward

Hasse!' Convalesces,
Returns to Job Soon

SAN FRANCISCO—With the
transfer of Pete Torrico to the
sales department, Leonard
Weingarden was elected last
week head steward at Coffin
Redington warehouse.

SAN FRANCISCO — Forrest
Hassell of Hills Brothers is at
home, recuperating after an
operation at French Hospital,
He expects to return to work by
the middle of September.
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Committees Are Important
Instruments of Union
By J. R. ROBERTSON
This column is devoted to quainted and participate toacquainting the membership gether along social lines, in
with the naosthinportant union such activities as dances, piccommittees. Some locals have nics, sports and other special
them. Some do not. All locals events. This committee can
should,as also help the organizing comwill mittee by helping to integrate
they
promote new members into the social
growth and life of the union.
security for 5. SERVICEMEN'S AND VETeach local
ERANS' COIRDIITTEE
union.
This committee keeps in conA local un- tact with members who are in
ion cannot, the armed forces and informs
at a member- them of what their union is doship meet- ing in the war effort and keeps
ing, work the membership informed of
solutions to what their serslIcemen members
all its prob- are doing all over the world.
Robertson
lems nor can union officials This committee, working with
carry on all of the important the social committee, plans sowork to be done.
cial events for servicemen staTherefore, it is more expe- tioned in the area, and coordidient to set up committees with nates this type of activity with
'rticular functions and re- servicemen's a a d veterans'
sponsibilities who report on committees of other.cIO unions
their work to the memberaisip. in the city.
The committees may vary from
This committee also must be
local to local, but basically the acquainted with and work for
work to be done is the same.
legislation that will give full
1. MEMBERSHIP A N I) IN- protection to the returning
VESTIGATING COMMI T. serviceman and woman and
works along these lines with
TEE
For many years our local the legislative committee.
unions have had investigating 6. LEGISLATIVE AND POLITICAL ACTION COMcommittees which, in recent
MITTEE
years._ have.. developed__ into
-- in
This committee, workinl,
membership committees. .Our
union went through so many conjunction with the internastrike struggles in the old days tional union, concerns itself
that the role of the investigat- with social and labor legislaing committee was to check on tion and informs the memberall new applicants to see that ship of important legislation
their record was clear, and that pending, gives them the record
of their state
they had never
national
worked against
WANTED:---Letters from a n d
public
officials.
the interest of
tellmembership
the ILAVU
the labor move- ing what you want discussed and coordinates
the activities of
ment.
in my column, "On the
the entire memIn the last 10
March." or questions on orbership around
years, a whole
ganizational problems you
the
national
new generation
are encountering.
ILWU and CIO
of new memJ. R. ROBERTSON,
political action
bers has come
150 Golden Gate Ave.
program.
into our union
San Francisco 2, Calif.
At the moso the investiment, the politigating or membership committee has taken cal action committee is playing
new duties upon itself, includ- an important role in the politiing the basic education in cal life of the nation, In the
unionism for young and inex- prosecution of the war toward
victory, and is extending its acperienced workers.
2. ORGANIZING CONLMITTEE tivities beyond the war period
to guarantee real security for
The local union organizing
all the people in the postwar
memcommittee is composed of
world.
bers whose aim is to build the
local by organizing the unor- 7. STEWARDS COUNCIL AND
EXECUTIVE BOARD
ganized. The organizing comThe stewards council is the
mittee investigates organizational possibilities within the backbone of the local because
juricdiction of the union and it represents the union officialreports on unorganized plants, ly on the job. The stewards
giving the name of the plant, must see that both the employer and the members of our
type of operation, number of
workers, hours of work, past union observe the contract and
organizational history, if any, settle all grievances that may
and other details. Then the arise.
The local union executive
committee works out strategy
board is responsible for the adplant
such
as
the
organize
to
regular schedules for contact- ministration of the union and
ing the workers and leaflet makes recommendations to the
membership on over-all union
distributions. The rank and
policy
and program.
memfile organizing committee
It has long been a practice, of
bers contact the workers on the
job and explain the program the stewards council and local
executive board to function sepof the union, and sign them up.
arately but, in recent months,
3. PUBLICITY commirrEE
It has proved more efficient to
The publicity committee consolidate these groups and
should be representative of thus tighten up the structure
every plant within the local of the local union.
union and should publicize 8. LOCAL UNION OFFICIALS
union policy and program, orLocal union officials carry
ganizational progress, status of out the day-to-day program of
cases before the War Labor the union and are directly reBoard or other agencies, per- sponsible to the general memsonal news about individual bership. They work closely
members, and the activities of with all union committees,
the union as a whole. This in- linking up and consolidating
formation may be relayed to their work.
the entire membership through
There are various other coma local union bulletin and by mittees set up according to the
THE DISPATCHER.
needs of the membership such
4. RECREATIONAL AND SO- as health and safety commitCIAL COMMITTEE
t e e; negotiating committees
This committee carries out either for a particular plant or,
a recreational and social pro- where a master contract exists,
gram that will enable the for a group of plants; and sick
entire membership to get ac- committees.

CIO Joins Business
Postwar Planning Board
LOS ANGELES (FP—The Los
Angeles (NO Council has joined
the advisory board of the Committee for Economic Development, postwar planning arm of
big business.
Albee Slade, legislative director for the council, was appoint•
ed to the board by Council Pres.
Kenneth Beight after Slade reported that "the committee appears to be doing good work and
has found out that it can't do
postwar planning without the aid
of laba-

Labor School Plans
Class on Postwar Homes
SAN FRANCISCO--A California Labor School course on "Our
Future Homes" in conjunction
with architects, technicians,
other unionists and businessmen,
will be discussed tomorrow,
(August 26) at 2 p.m. at 216
Market Street.
As tentatively planned, the
first lecture in the course will
cover "How Can We Get the
Homes We Want After the War."
Henry J. Kaiser and other
prominent citizens are slated to
participate in the courses.

Complainers

There, is nothing like complaining to the
editor about a missing comma. Here In-

ternational Vice-President Rosco G. Crayeraft and International
Executive Board Members William Lawrence of San Pedro and
Charlie "Chili" Duarte of Oakland are telling editor Morris Watson what's wrong with The Dispatcher. All three are members of the
International Executive Board and the editor is, naturally, impressed.

British Civil Liberties Council
Terms Race Prejudice Menace
LONDON, Aug. 15 (ALN)—
Sharply condemning recent instances of color discrifnination
in Britain, the National Council
of Civil Liberties this week
stressed that "it is the responsibility of every British citizen to
assist the authorities in uprooting color prejudice.
"The incidents which have
taken place show the necessity
of constant vigilance and action
to overcome this social evil,
which is a menace to democracy."
In a public statement, the
NCCL declared:
"The speeches of Secretary of
State of the Colonies, Colonel
Sanley, and Minister of Information Brendan Bracken show that
the government is not disinterested. The American authorities
similarly indicate that they are
giving the matter constant attention and are sincerely desirous of
breaking down color prejudice.
"It can generally be said that
there is a healthy public dislike
of color discrimination in the
British Isles." All instances of
prejudice which have come to its
attention, the NCCL continued,
have been taken up with the
proper authorities.
E. G. Hemmerde, Liverpool
Recorder, described the color bar

as "impertinence." Pointing out
that we "receive aid' from the
colored people," he declared that
they "should be the first to receive justice from our hands."
FOUGHT FOR 10-HOUR DAY
Philadelphia union carpenters
struck in 1791 for a 10-hour
day from 6 a.m. to 6 p.m., with
two meal periods. They lost.

Cheery News Dept.:
Electric Irons for Sale
WASHINGTON (FP—Housewives and women warworkers
will cheer the news that the
1,168,968 electric irons due to
reach local stores this fall will be
priced at March, 1942 levels.
This news came August 17 from
OPA .Administrator Chester
Bowles. The irons will sell front
$5.30 to $11.700 with most of
them automatic types ranging
from $5.70 to $8.75.

Machinists Litt Overtime Ban
As Navy Seizes 104 Shops
SAN FRANCISCO — Compliance on overtime regulations at
the five machinists shops seized
by the Navy on August 14 was
declared "practically complete"
last Tuesday by Rear Admiral H.
G. Bowen.
The Navy ordered scheduling
of working hikurs for the 99 additional plants seized, taking
steps to ensure enforcement here
too.
Although implying that there
might be reconsideration of penalties if conformance were obtained Admiral Bowen declared
that beginning August 31, defiant machinists would be inducted into the armed forces.
Asked whether sanctions of
draft deferment cancellation.
WMC blacklisting and supplemental gas cancellation might be

"N.

I stand firmly in
that great wide
area of agreement

SPEAK UP FOR HOOVER, TOM

machinists
the
withheld, if
Worked the scheduled hours. the
Admiral repled, "Possibly."
Work schedules in the 99
shops taken over by the Navy
were posted by the managements
with Navy approval on Tuesday.
Admiral Bowen made arrangements for the companies to make
immediate reports to him on
whether compliance was being
obtained.
Representatives of Lodge 68
of the Machinists union have removed the ban on individual
members wishing to work overtime and forsaw Tuesday a "final
settlement of the entire controversy."

Labor MP's Hit Franco
As the 'First Quisling'
LONDON (ALN) — Pressure
for the severance of Britain's
ties with Spain grew here
as leading members of the Labor
party, headed by Prof. Harold J.
Laski, indicted Franco as "the
first Quisling." In a statement
signed by 26 Labor M. P.'s, including Lord Farrington, F. Seymour Cocks, G. Daggar, R. Sorenson and G. R. Strauss, the
group charged:
"Before Quisling himself,
Franco was the first Quisling.
Franco used victory to make
Spain a vast prisonhouse where
he denied men and women all the
freedoms for which the United
Nations are fighting, Franco has
sent troops to assist Hitler
against the Soviet Union. He
has made Spain a center of supplies and espionage for our enemies. The Spanish people wish
ardently for the victory of the
United Nations, as they are convinced that this will represent
their chance to drive out the
usurper."
The first trade union in
was a shoemakers
America
union in Philadelphia. It lasted
less than a year and its name
is unknown. In 1794, the Federal Society of Journeymen
Cordwainers was organized, and
lasted until 1806_ It conducted
the first organized strike in
America.

